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Back to
school

Road
blocks

Classes resume
Aug. 19. Pick up
The Future
Mondays and
Thursdays in the
fall and spring .
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Bergman
plugs the holes.
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Methane leaks force evacuations

•

.

Continuous methane
leaks can cause
nausea, headaches

.
•

JASON lRSAY
STAFF WRJTER

An unfixed methane leak in
UCF's Math and Physics building forced students and faculty
to evacuate on July 10.

An overwhelming smell of
gas
prompted
Angelina
Feliciano, an administrative
assistant in the physics department, to call UCF's police
department that morning.
Cpl. Dennany, Sgt. Moore,
Officer Luppo, Officer Emert and
Officer Darcey responded to
Feliciano's cail and pulled the
fire alarms to evacuate the
building. The unit searched the
building but did not find the
leak.
The Physical Plant turned

off gas to the building while firefighters checked the building
with gas detectors to determine
whether or not there was a fire
or explosion hazard. After they
determined that the gas levels in
the building did not pose a
health risk, Environmental
Health and Safety deemed the
building safe and let people back
into the building.
Feliciano said the building
bas had gas leaks before-the
first major leak occurred on July
5.

"We had the same problem
on July 5, and the gas was a lot
stronger," Feliciano said. "But
they let us back into the building
around noon that day."
Anna Marie Durant, a secretary in the math department,
said that many people inside the
building have experienced
health problem over the past few
weeks because of the continuous
methane leaks. ·
"Quite a number of people
PLEASE SEE

Symptoms suffered
due to leaks
Nausea
Headaches
Disorientation
Fatigue

Many ON 3
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UCF brings

historic theater
back to life
ALEXI HOWK
STAFF WRITER

''

'

•
•
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Plans to revive the old
Orlando Civic Theatre complex
in Loch Haven Park have taken
center stage-thanks to some
tenacious fund-raising efforts ·
and an educational partnership with UCF.
Construction
workers
have finally started hammering away at the 75-year-old
complex to bring it up to modern building and safety code
standards.
The complex will be home
to. a program associated with
UCF's master's of fine arts
degree in theater-a new
degree first offered last fall.
PLEASE SEE

LISA APPLEGATE I
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Shiou-San Kuo, director of the Florida Sinkhole Research Institute, uses underground imaging equipment to investigate sinkholes in Central Florida .
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A sinking feeling
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BENJAMIN

D.

BAIRD

STAFF WRJTER

4,000 sinkholes in Central Florida in
20 years make sinkholes a very imminent
danger for Central Florida property owners.
UCF professor Shiou-San Kuo has
become Central Florida's sinkhole expert
as director of the Florida Sinkhole
Research Institute.
When a 15-foot wide sinkhole threatened a section of Interstate 4 near Lake
Mary Boulevard, authorities turned to
Kuo for direction.
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UCF professor heads
Florida Sinkhole
Research Institute
Kuo's organization is able to determine whether or not an alleged sinkhole
is actually a sinkhole by completing surveys of the sinkhole site using underground imaging equipment.
The imaging equipment is necessary

INSIDE
Q&A with Orsini
An in depth interview with UCFs new AD.

I\ packed house
Rock powerhouse Cinderella
returns to Orlando.

because 80 percent of sinkhole reports
are actually other events that are mistakenly reported as sinkholes by home
and business owners, according to Kuo.
While there have been no sinkhole
occurrences at UCF, buildings at UCF,
like many structures in Central Florida,
are built on top of underground cavities
formed by acidic water, Kuo said.
During construction of the Health
and Public Affairs Building, an underground cavity was discovered about 100
feet below the surface indicating a potenPLEASE SEE

Underground ON 3
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Work has begun at the 75-year-old Orlando
Civic Theatre to bring it up to existing
building and safety codes.
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Underground cavities cause sinkholes
FROM PAGE 1

tial sinkhole in the future.
Sinkhole-causing cavities,
like the one discovered under
the Health and Public Affairs
builc:ling, are filled with a concrete grout to reverse the sinkhole's effects .
Sinkholes, most common in
Florida where stretches of dryness are followed by heavy rainfall, form when cracks in underground limestone allow water
and soil to seep into the cavities.
The existence of a cavity
does not mean a sinkhole will
form immediately because the
process is very slow, Kuo said.
But the potential for sinkhole
activity increases when things
such as heavy construction and
traffic move soil into the cavities.
While structures like buildings, roads and houses increase
the likelihood of sinkhole formations, heavily developed areas
like downtown Orlando are pro-

tected from sinkholes because
the immense pressure causes
soil underneath the heavy structures to solidify and keeps
structures from falling into the
crevices.
According to Kuo, the best
way to prevent sinkholes in the
future is to properly investigate
sinkhole occurrences.
"We have a lot more work to
do, new developments need
exploration," Kuo said.
Kuo said that with more
funding, The Florida Sinkhole
Research Institute would be
able •to help property owners
protect their structures by
warning them of possible sinkhole dangers.
He said a standard set of
codes need to be created to
ensure that structures stand up
to hurricanes and that sites are
properly searched and safe for
building on.
"A standard procedure for
all construction could eliminate
future problems." Kuo said.

A ~D ANYONE TRiSPASStNG
ON THIS PROPERTY, UPON

CONVICTION SHALL E
GUilTY OF AFELONY.

JOE KALEITA I

CFF

A150-foot wide sinkhole forced the evacuation of about 100 residents at Wood hill Apartments last month in Pine Hills.
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Many professors relocate
classes to different buildings
FROM PAGE
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were getting ill, getting fatigued,
disoriented, nauseous and having
severe headaches," Durant said.
"It's been slow leaks for the past
three weeks.
"It got to the point that you didn't even get into the building, and
the smell was hitting you in the
face," she said.
"We were all getting sick and
shut the office and went outside,"
Durant said. "Otherwise we would
have been on the floor."
Durant said she notified several
UCF agencies, including the
Physical Plant, the dean's office,
Environmental Health and Safety
and the UCF police department on
July 5, but authorities did not fix the
leak that day.
Methane, an asphyxiate that
displaces oxygen, can cause symptoms like headaches and nausea in
high
concentrations,
Steve
Mammino said, senior coordinator
of Environmental Health.
"If you get very high concentrations of it, what happens is your
oxygen content goes down, and you
need a certain percentage of oxygen
to be okay," he said. "When you
start lowering that, you start getting symptoms of headaches and
nausea, that type of thing. Of
course, if you go too low for too
long, it can cause death."
While Mammino acknowledges
that the building has had leaks in
the past, he denies the suggestion

It was obvious
there was
something
leaking; they
shouldn't have
waited four
weeks to do
something
about it.
-EMILY HOSKINS
Sophomore

that the leaks have occurred continuously.
"We have not had continuous
leaks for a couple of weeks,"
Mammino said. "There have been
problems-I do not doubt that. We
don't know what it is yet. We're trying to find that out. Whatever it is, it
is causing the gas to go throughout
the building-it's not a continual
thing."

Mammino added that they are
rarely forced to close buildings
because of gas leaks because leaks
don't usually spread throughout an
entire building.
"People call right away, we
respond right away, and we fix it,"
he said. "We don't have to close
buildings down very much. This is
out of the ordinary to have to close
the building."
He said: "The building is open
again. Can it happen again? Maybe.
I guess it depends on what they
find."
Gas had been turned back on in
most of the rooms in the Math and
Physics building, he said.
''As I understand it right now,
gas is pretty much on in the building
except for certain quadra11ts that
maintenance haven't checked yet,"
he said.
Some professors have opted to
hold classes in different buildings
for the time being.
Sophomore Emily Hoskins, who
has attended classes in the Math
and Physics Building for four
'weeks, said her professor now holds
class in the Computer Science
Building.
"The first day of class we all
commented that it smelled funny,"
she said. "We couldn't identify the
smell, but it was horrible, so our
professor reported it the first day."
"It was obvious there was something leaking; they shouldn't have
waited four weeks to do something
about it," she said.

Miss UCF
competes for
the state title.
JULIE MONHEIM
STAFF WRITER

While many students spent last semester
with their faces buried in textbooks, Isabel
Rougeau was preparing for a different kind of
test-a test that involved vigorous workouts,
intense interview sessions and hours of voice
training.
Rougeau, who won the title of Miss UCF
2002, went on to compete in the Miss Florida
pageant this past June in Miami. Miss Florida
is a state pageant that serves as a preliminary for the national Miss America competition.
Although she didn't place in the pageant,
Rougeau said she still fulfilled one of her
childhood dreams.
"Even though I didn~t win the Miss
Florida crown, I accomplished so much personally just preparing for this opportunity,"
she said. "I have never prepared so much in
my life."
Part of Rougeau's preparation included
organizing mock interviews with UCF
Campus Life directors.
''.After a few sessions with them, I was
ready for my personal interview," she said.
She also trained at the UCF gym and
attended cardio and group classes five times
a week to prepare for the swimsuit competition.
For the talent portion, Rougeau worked
on her voice and choreography. She sang to
''.Alexander's Ragtime Band," which was the
same song she performed at Miss UCF.
The Miss Florida pageant was divided
PLEASE SEE

Miss
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Miss Florida pageant serves as
preliminary for Miss America

ADULT BASKETBALL LEAGUE
Men's and Women's Leagues

DCBA .

FROM PAGE 3

LISA APPLEGATE I

CFP

FILE

Isabel Rougeau, Miss UCF 2002, competed in the Miss Florida
pageant in June.

into five areas of competition: personal interview;
swimsuit, talent, eveningwear and on-stage questioning.
Rougeau said her strongest area of competition was the interview portion. "People who know
me know that I love to talk, so it came naturally;"
she said.
Although Rougeau said talent was her weakest area, she said she was pleased with her performance in the pageant.
"I really worked hard and performed my song
the best I have done," she said. "That in itself was
such an accomplishment."
It was a long week of competition for all the
contestants. Meetings and rehearsals took up
most of their time.
"Every bone in my body was exhausted by the
end of the week," Rougeau said. 'We were
released a week after check-in, and all I wanted to
do w~ go home to see my puppy; lay in bed and
eat."
Katherine Carson, Miss Largo, won the title
of Miss Florida 2002, along with a $10,000 scholarship.
Rougeau said she was impressed by her competition.
"The best part about competing in Miss
Florida was the opportunity to meet the 39 amazing young women from around the state of
Florida," she said.
Rougeau remains a pageant advocate and
encourages young girls to consider competing in
one.
"Pageants challenge you to be the best that
you can be. You are only scored against yourself in
the Miss America system," she said.
"I have seen myself grow so much since I
began competing," she said. "I'm the type of person who likes to set goals and then work toward
accomplishing those goals."
Even though Rougeau didn't achieve her ultimate goal of winning the Miss Florida title, she's
still grateful for the title she does have.
"lt was so nice knowing that even though I
didn't win Miss Florida, I'm able to come home to
Orlando and be Miss UCF," she said. "And I am so
excited about that!"

Great Fun!
Competitive!
Certified Officials!
High School Rules!
Contact Andrew Dees

407-275-0340
or

10201 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Fl 32817

www.dcbab-ball.com
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Students protest drug treatment center
JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER

Mel and Betty Sembler
founded STRAIGHT in the
1970s. When the Semblers asked
President Jimmy Carter to
endorse their program, he
refused. Carter said, "The treatment shouldn't be worse than
the drug."
On July 12, more than 20
years later, a group of former
patients, parents and activists,
including six UCF students,
protested outside the Orlando
office of the drug-treatment program SAFE to warn parents
about the abuse they suffered as
teenage patients.
They cautioned parents
that their children would suffer
the same physical and psychological abuse unless they intervened.
SAFE, which stands for
Substance
Abuse
Family
Education, succeeded the
STRAIGHT program, which the
government shut down in 1992.
STRAIGHT re-emerged under
the new name SAFE, using the
same abuse tactics in its facilities throughout the nation.
Nine former patients held
signs and protested for more
than three hours. Many carried
signs that read, "Treatment does
not have to be abuse." Other
patients wore shirts that read, "I
was a POW in the War on

Drugs."
One protester posed a question that cut to the heart of the
problem, '~k yourself why can
you not talk to your children
alone?"
Fbrmer patients claim that
SAFE used, and may -still use,
mind-control techniques to make
patients believe that they are
worthless and will die unless
they remain in the program.
Patients accuse SAFE facilities of creating a cult-like environment that involved both parents and children, which allowed
abuse to occur and go unreported.
Jeff Henschel, a former
SAFE patient, has filed a federal
lawsuit accusing SAFE Orlando
of negligence and false imprisonment, among other charges. The
lawsuit, which is still pending,
asserts that SAFE over-medicated, brainwashed and abused
their children whom it had promised to help become free and
independent.
Jeff Henschel's mother,
Barbara Henschel, participated
in the protest. She removed her
son from the supervision of
SAFE Orlando after foW'
months. She had no proof of any
wrongdoing at the time, as children in these programs could
not, and still cannot, talk to their
parents without supervision.
However, she suspected
something was wrong, a premonition that she soon verified
-Jeff Henschel, who was 13
when he entered the program,
spent weeks in solitary confinement during his four months of
treatment. Now 16, he claims to
have temporarily gone insane
from a combination of solitary
confinement and over-medication. SAFE counselors prescribed him excessive doses of
Adderall, he said.
"The normal adult dosage
is abqut five tnilligrams a day,
two times a day," Henschel said.
"They started me off at 15 milligrams a day, twice a day. They

Former patients claim center uses abuse tactics
got me up to 30 milligrams a day,
twice a day. I was put in a 28-day
facility to wean me off the
Adderall."
He said: "They put me in a
concrete room about eight feet by
four feet--concrete walls, one little
light, because I misbehaved. It was
freezing in there, they put me in
there for about 12 hours a day.
Sometimes I would be denied my
food privileges."
Carrie, 33, struggled to maintain her self-esteem after finishing
the program at a STRAIGHT treatment center in Cincinnati.
"I spent a good portion of my
life thinking I was going to die
when I was 23," she said. "I didn't
have a drug problem, I just felt
worthless."
Members of NORML, like Mike
Tiner, protested to lend victims
support. NORML is a marijuanaadvocacy group at UCR

•••

phone call from an old friend who
informed him of the widespread
abuse allegations in STRAIGHT
treatment centers, particularly in
Florida, Tyler and other patients
formed a non-profit organization,
Survivors And Friends for the
Ethical Treatment of Youth
Network, or SAFETY-Net.
The organization's goal is to
protest facilities where abuse
occurs and change laws to make it
more difficult for programs like
SAFE to operate.
"My anger comes from that- .
these people need help, and this
was done to them," Tyler said. "I
am in a position now to affect
change. That's why I'm here."
"We have all these people
scattered all across the country,
and we're slowly coming together,"
Tyler said. 'We're trying to do
something good to prevent what's
happening to people now."

He said: "I went out there
because of the stories of abuse that
I had heard and read on the
Internet. I wanted to-meet some of
these survivors, meet them face-toface and hear their stories."
Chris Tyler, a businessman
and former STRAIGHT patient did
not suffer abuse like several of the
former patients, but his anger was
just as strong.
He said: "I was never physically hit or physically restrained. I
played the game. They made you
get rid of anything that had to do
with your identity."
He said: "They teach you how
to set goals, and be focused be driven and succeed. Those principles
were good, but the way they did it
was just bad."
Tyler said he did not think
about STRAIGHT for 20 years
after he graduated from the program. However, after receiving a

Police Beat, 8

Iwent out
there
because of
the stories
of abuse
that I had
heard and
read on the
Internet.
-MIKE TINER
UCF NORML member
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First theater reopens ·in the fall of 2002
FROM PAGE
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Students pursuing a master's track in children's theater
will eventually work and
attend classes at the Civic,
Kathryn Seidel, dean of the college of arts and sciences, said.
Seidel said all other tracks
would remain on campus.
Seidel
said
students
enrolled in the master's of fine
arts program will produce and
act in plays with local professionals performed for both
children and adults at the
Civic .
After the curtains closed
on the theater two years ago
due to mismanagement and
lack of funds, the chairman of
the old Civic board asked UCF
to become involved. UCF
agreed to take over the reins
under the condition that a new
board would be created.
UCF President John Hitt
selected members from the
community and the university
to serve on the new board,
which is now the not-for-profit
UCF-Civic community board.
UCF is responsible for managing the Civic, and the new
board oversees management.
Once UCF gained control
of the complex, it could not use
the space immediately because
the City of Orlando deemed it
unsafe. UCF had to come up
with the money to restore the
complex to comply with safety
codes.
The 100-seat Tupperware
Children's Theatre will be the
first of the three theaters in the
complex to open this fall. The
theater will house children's

classes and workshops for students
from
kindergarten
through 12th grade. The 350seat Edyth Bush Theater is
expected to open early spring.
"We're anxious to get back
into our own building," Frank
Santos, treasurer of the UCFCivic community board and
chief financial officer of Rosen
Hotels & Resorts, said. "I'm so
thrilled. It didn't seem a year
ago that we would be in this
place."
The partnership raised
$681,000 for initial renovations
from a combination of private
donations, grants and university funds. A contract with
Farmer
Baker
Barrios
Architects of Orlando involves
repairing the roof and electrical, fire alarm, air-conditioning
and sprinkler systems in the
complex.
Cosmetic renovations for
the lobby and exterior part of
the complex won't begin until'
January of 2003, Seidel said.
"We've raised most of the
money for phase one and two,"
Seidel said. "But I want more.
We have the bottom-line bare
bones to move forward."
Santos, who contributed to
the funds, estimates the cost to
renovate . the entire complex
will be about $1.8 million.
Seidel said the partnership has
about $1.4 million of it in hand.
Some of the major contributors have been the City of
Orlando,
UCF,
Universal
Studios, SunTrust, Collier
Jaguar,
Edyth
Bush
Foundation, Chelsey Magruder
Foundation and Publix.
As of now, Seidel said they

don't plan to renovate the third
theater-the 12-year-old Ann
Giles
Densch
Theatrebecause they don't have the
money. She said the theater
would be used for storage,
·rehearsals and classes.
Santos said they would
continue to seek funds from
major corporations in town.
"We will continue in a
grassroots fundraising effort,"
he said. "The Edyth Bush
Theatre needs seats replaced.
We will ask individuals to
donate a seat."
Santos said the theater
would also receive funding
from the state through maintenance money and ticket sales.
Jeff Revels, who teaches
children's theater at the
Lowndes Shakespeare Center
in Loch Haven Park, where
UCF rents space, will be
pleased when the Civic
reopens.
"Youth programming didn't
die when the rest of the Civic
Theatre did," he said. "It will
be what the city needs. A lot of
cities fully support familyyouth theater, and we really
don't have youth theaters in
town."
Revels, who taught at the
Civic before it closed, is now
employed by the UCF-Civic
community board. Revels has
been with the theater for seven
years and taught famous pop
singer and actress Mandy
Moore.
"I just got an e-mail from
her the other day," he said.
"She fµlly supports us, and we
use her in our brochure."
Revels said he also taught

Ashley Drane at the Civic. He
said she would be starring as
Jan Brady in the upcoming
"Brady Bunch" sequel. She will
also portray Blair from the
"Facts of Life" in a new sitcom
called "Rerun" airing July 23.
Revels said the children's
program has served over 2,000
children through field trips,
workshops, classes and outreach, even without a permanent venue in the last two
years. However, he said a permanent venue would only
enhance the progr.am:
"Minneapolis and Seattle
are the huge nationally-known
cities for their youth theaters,"
Revels said. "We have the right
people, community and university to certainly get to that
level."
Paui Lartonoix, a UCF theater professor who teaches
design, said the Civic would
open up the door for students
to do family theater.
"The UCF theater program
is geared toward adults," he
said. "The Civic opens up
avenues to get involved in family theater."
Seidel said the master's
track in children's theater is
still being developed and won't
be offered until the fall of 2003.
The UCF theater department has grown from 45 students in 1990 to about 270
today, Seidel said.
"Our bachelor's program is
becoming nationally recognized," she said. "We hope our
master's program does the
same. The whole idea is to
attract the best students and
faculty, not only from Orlando,

but from around the country."
Santos, who heads the
search committee, expects to
hire an executive and artistic
director by the fall.
The executive director will
report to the board of directors
and the artistic director will
report to UCF The artistic
director will hold a 12-month
appointment as a faculty member.
"We're going to continue
the tradition of appealing to
both adults and children,"
Santos said. "We'll do it better.
We'll bring in professionals
and have larger productions."
Revels sajd he plans on
producing three types of plays
for children.
"Family theater is not just
'Beauty & The Beast,"' he said.
''We'll do plays like 'Treasure
Island' and 'To Kill a
Mockingbird.' We'll do plays
with kids in them so they will
have an opportunity to perform."
Seidel said adult shows
might include plays such as ''A
Street Car Named Desire" or
"Death of ::t-Salesman."
UCF rents space at the
Lowndes Shakespeare Center
where it recently put on the
production "Footloose" with 43
high school students.
UCF and the board of
directors met July 12 and
decided on a new name for the
renovated complex-Orlando
UCF Conservatory and Youth
Theatre.
"It was important for us to
find a name that combined the
professional theater and the
children's theater," Seidel said.
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Russia learns
American policing
techniques at UCF
KATHRYN PODOLSKY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Russian law enforcement
officials from the Udmurt
Republic visited the United
States for the first time this
June to complete the second
portion of a two-year federal
grant received by the
Department of Criminal
Justice and Legal Studies.
The grant helped establish
the Institute for Democratic
Policing in Russia.
Twenty-four p~rticipants
from UCF made the trip to
Russia last September for a
six-week
session.
The
Russian Delegation arrived in
Orlando May 25 for a threeweek session to observe officers in the field, tour facilities and learn better policing
techniques from Central
Florida law enforcement
agencies.
Rinat Saitgareev, the
Deputy Minister of Internal
Affairs for the Udmurt
Republic, was among the officers who had a full schedule
during their visit. He attended lectures by FBI agents,
by
the
demonstrations

Orange County Sheriff's
Department, toured Orlando
Police Department and the
Florida Department of Law
Enforcement and visited the
Coast Guard in Daytona
Beach and tours of security in
Orlando's theme parks.
The last week consisted
of a "one-on-one" approach
with small groups of three or
four Russian officers meeting
with agencies that are their
counterparts
at
home.
Because of his rank as
colonel, a key administrative
position in the Udmurt
Republic, Saitgareev spent
most of his time working with
Orange County Sheriff Kevin
Beary.
He spoke through interpreter Vladimir Baltachev
and said: "We are witnessing
the results of the program
every day while staying here.
We have learned a lot about
the structure of law enforcement from the American officers. When they came to
Russia, we were learning the
theoretical part of the project, and now we see everything in practice-we can feel
it, touch it and talk with the

people."
When the Delegation
returns to Russia, they will
hold a number of meetings to
analyze the methodologies
and techniques used in
America and introduce them
into their own organizations,
he said.
The group was able to
enjoy some of Orlando's
attractions, but Saitgareev
said: "While visiting those
entertainment places like Sea
World, Disney World and
Universal Studios, we were
pursuing our professional
aim-to see how the security
is kept, how they keep order
and security of the people,
the tourists and the whole
staff.".
Both Saitgareev and
Baltachev expressed their
deep gratitude to faculty
member Bill Koleszar, who
was with the program in
Russia last year and spent
most of the three weeks here
in Orlando with the Russian
Delegation. The next visit to
Russia is scheduled for several UCF and Orange County
Sheriff's Office instructors in
September 2002.

FAIRVILLA UNIVERSITY
Sexual Education Department

POLICEBEAT

No parking in the bus terminal
Destination UCF

CARLY MORRIS
STAFF WRITER

Richard Sean Burkhard, 21, was arrested June 25 on charges of driving a motorcycle without proper licensing. Burkhard was
stopped for parking his motorcycle in the bus
terminal. Officer Allan Darcy approached
Burkhard and requested to see a license with
a motorcycle endorsement.
Burkhard admitted that he was waiting
until his twenty-first birthday to get the
license so he wouldn't be required to take a
safety course. Burkhard was transported to
the Orange County Jail.

Dennis Michael Piatt, 23, was arrested
on charges of driving under the influence on
June 29. Piatt submitted to field sobriety
tests under the direction of Officer Gerald
Emert.
During the tests, which were conducted
next to the UCF sign, Piatt stated that he was
on SR 436, "maybe 30 to 45 minutes away
from UCF." Piatt also said he had three to
four drinks before driving.
After further questioning, Piatt admitted
to drinking three to four pitchers of beer. He
was transported to the DUI Center, where he
refused to take a breath test.

Hide and seek

One drink too many

Matthew Michael Schroeder, 20, was
arrested on charges of trespassing after violating a trespass warning. Officer James
Mangan was dispatched to the Lake Claire
Apartments where Schroeder, who was
issued a warning June 21 to stay off the
premises following a fight with a resident,
was reported by an advisor.
When Mangan approached the apartment, he saw tlie door was propped open.
Mangan knocked and saw Schroeder jump off
the couch and run. A resident gave Mangan
permission to search the apartment, and he
found Schroeder hiding in the bathroom with
the lights out. Schroeder was transported to
the UCF police department.

Jesse Thomas Wilker, 21, was arrested
on charges of driving under the influence on
June 30. Officer Michael King stopped Wilker
after watching him make a left turn from
eastbound University Boulevard to northbound Alafaya Trail.
Wilker was driving 70 mph in a 45 mph
zone with a flat tire. Wilker admitted to having "one drink." He was transported to the
Orange County Breath Testing Center, where
he refused a breath test.
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Colleges report that more students
are attending graduate school
JULIE MONHEIM
STAFF WRITER

Universities around the nation have
seen an increase in graduate school
admissions applications, and UCF is no
exception.
Last fall, UCF's graduate school
applications increased by 10 percent
over the previous fall, and enrollment for
this upcoming school year is 16.4 percent higher than it was last year.
Many experts believe the weak economy has sparked the increases. UCF's
associate dean of graduate studies, Ben
Morgan, said it's difficult to pinpoint an
exact cause.
"Certainly, the economy must play
some roll in this trend," he said.
"However, we would hope that our new
programs and recruiting efforts have
also encouraged ·many students to
apply."
The largest enrollment increases
have occurred in the College of Arts and
Sciences, the School of Optics and the
College of Education.
Wendy Bolyard, who earned a master's degree at UCF, thinks graduate
school is a good option for students
especially when the economy is weak.
"I believe a graduate education
makes it easier for one to remain
employed during the bad times and earn
promotions during· the good times," she

said.
Bolyard earned a promotion herself
within weeks of receiving her new
degree.
"If I did not have a master's degree,
I would not have been considered for the
position," she said.
Now, Bolyard is an advocate of graduate education.
"With a master's degree, I think it is
easier to find a job," she said.
Morgan agrees. "I think graduate
school is always a good choice," he said.
"Data indicates that the average annual
income is substantially higher for people
with graduate degrees."
That greater earning potential may
be motivating students to further their
education. Research shows that the
average family income for master's graduates is more than $100,000 and for doctoral graduates is more than $130,000.
"The sooner you earn a graduate
degree, the greater earning power you
have for a longer amount of time,"
Bolyard said.
Fear of not securing a job right out
of college also encourages students to
apply to graduate school. Employers
expect to hire 36.4 percent less 2001-02
college graduates than they hired in
2000-01, according to a survey conducted by the National Associatioh of
Colleges and Employers.
Junior Elizabeth Arenas said she

The Village at Alafaya Club
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.

• Gated community
• Sparkling swimming pool
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• Individual bedroom locks
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• Private· bathrooms
• Walk-in closets
•And more!

have a
masters
degree, I
wouldn't
have been
considered
for the
position.
-WENDY BOLYARD

UCF Graduate Student

may consider getting her master's
degree if the job market remains bleak.
'i\fter Sept. 11, the economy has
really slowed down," she said. "If it doesn't pick back up, grad school might be in
my near future."
Other universities are experiencing
the same kind of enrolJment increases as

UCF. Law school enrollments seem to be
growing the fastest and rose 21 percent
nationally last year. The University of
Pennsylvania's law school saw a 40 percent increase in applications.
Graduate admissions tests are also
higher than ever before. In the fall of
2001, the number of Graduate Record
Examination (GRE) tests administered
in the United States was 10 percent higher than it was in 2000. The Law School
Admissions Test (LSAT) was up 22 percent and the Graduate Management
Admissions Test (GMAT) increased
nearly 19 percent.
Arenas said she might be a candi- .
date for one of these examinations in a
couple of years.
"I think I'll try taking the GRE, just
in case," she said. "You never know
when you might want to go back to
school."
Bolyard said it's always a good time
to apply to graduate school.
"Now is always the best time to
apply," she said. "People should consider
the cost of a graduate education is less
now than it will be in the future."
Regardless of whether or not the
economy is to blame, graduate schools
and graduate professors are benefiting
from the recent resurgence of applicants. As more and more prospective
students apply, schools can be extra
selective in their admissions processes.
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California committee urges dropping Advanced Placement boost
v.

from preschool to graduate
school, has recommended that
extra weight no longer be given
to the advanced courses
because of the wide variation in
AP offerings.
Instead,
the
Joint
Committee to Develop a Master
Plan for Education wants the
state to eliminate the disparities by making across-theboard curriculum _ improvements at all high schools.
"If you want to level the
playing field, you've got to
expect more of everybody-not
just those taking AP courses,"
said Charles Ratliff, a consultant working for the committee,
which is to forward its report to
the legislature in August.
About 19 percent of
California public high schools,
largely in low-income areas,
offer three or fewer AP courses,
according to
the
state
Department of Education.
About 16 percent offer 21 classes or more.
"We want to make sure all
students get the rigor," Ratliff
said.
With colleges putting more

DION HAYNES
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

LOS ANGELES-Fueling
a national debate over school
inequity; a committee overseeing restructuring of the state's
public education system is recommending that the University
of California drop policies that
award extra weight to applicants who took Advanced
Placement courses in high
school.
AP classes have grown in
popularity in the past decade
because they boost high school
students' chances of getting
into elite colleges, earning them
grade-point averages of up to
4.5 on a 4.0 scale and enabling
them to save thousands of dollars by skipping some introductory college courses.
But increasingly, AP classes have been criticized by disadvantaged students whose
schools offer few, if any, of the
advanced classes.
A state legislative committee, overseeing an unprecedented
reorganization
of
California's education system

of a premium on high-level
courses,
the
47-year-old
Advanced Placement Program
has grown dramatically in the
past 10 years.
So far this year, 1.6 million
high school students have
taken the exams required to
receive college credit, compared with about 600,000 in
1992.
Across the country, students from inner cities and
rural communities have complained about the lack of AP
courses at their schools. About
40 states as well as Congress
have responded by allocating
money to train teachers for AP
courses and to pay exam fees
for low-income students.
The focus on the AP program comes as California education leaders try to determine
how to close the gap between
advantaged and disadvantaged
students and boost minority
enrollment at the University of
California.
The debate over the tools
for providing equal access to
impoverished minority students
intensified in 1996, when voters

approved a ballot measure that
abolished affirmative action in
college admissions as well as
hiring and contracting for government.
To restore plummeting
minority enrollment in the
wake of the law, the University
of California introduced a policy of admitting the top 4 percent of students from each high
school in the state rather than
selecting the best from a pool of
candidates.
Moreover, ..
university
President Richard Atkinson has
proposed dropping the SAT as a
requirement for admissions,
contending that the test is
biased against blacks and
Hispanics.
But university officials are
reluctant to alter their policy on
AP courses.
Unlike most other colleges,
which rely on GPAs reported by
high schools, the University of
California recalculates grades
based on its own formula,
which emphasizes rigorous
courses. A GPA deemed by a
high school as a 4.0 could be
elevated to a 4.5 under the uni-

versity's standards.
University officials say
changing the AP policy could
discourage high school students from taking advanced
courses, diminishing the quality of applicants.
"Many of us (regents) don't
believe students will take AP
courses just for the knowledge," said Ward Connerly, a
University of California regent
who sponsored the anti-affirmative action measure.
Without the incentive,
"we're going to see a decline in
the number of students taking
the (AP) classes," he added.
"With the U.S. falling behind
other nations (in the academic
achievement of students),
clearly we need every incentive
we can get to encourage our
students to excel."
Carla Ferri, dinctor of
undergraduate admissions at
the University of California,
said: "We would look at this recommendation with caution. We
need to send a strong message
that we value the AP program ...
and we're looking for students
who do excellent work."
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Malternatives' reach out to new generation
STEPHEN LYNCH
THE ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER

•

It wasn't long ago that
Zima was the punchline of a
joke-the
drink
loser
boyfriends ordered on sitcoms.
Sales of the clear near beer had
plunged since its introduction
in 1994, and Adolph Coors Co.
was on the verge of discontinuing the brand.
But it's the makers of these
beer hybrids who are having the
last laugh. In the past few
months, sales of Zima-like beverages such as Smirnoff Ice and
Bacardi Silver-what the industry calls "malternatives "-have
skyrocketed. Even Zima is
being relaunched.
Drinkers, especially those
ages 21-25 and especially
women, have embraced the
refreshments, all of which taste
something like carbonated
lemonade with a kick.
"Younger people have
grown· up on sweeter drinks,

and they may find this to be less
a transition than beer," says
Eric Shepard, executive editor
of the trade publication Beer
Marketer's Insights .
Many of these drinks are
imports from Europe, Canada
and Australia, where so-called
alcopops are already popular.
Mike's Hard Lemonade was the
first to immigrate, in 2000, followed by Smirnoff Ice, which is
brewed by Diageo PLC, a
British conglomerate that also
owns Captain Morgan rum.
Last year, 5 million barrels
of malternatives were sold in
America. That's minuscule
compared with the 201 million
barrels of malt beverages overall, but with beer sales flat, it's
the fastest-growing segment of
the $33 billion industry.
This year, a half-dozen new
drinks will try to capitalize on
the market: Skyy Blue and
Stolichnaya Citrona to compete
with Smirnoff Ice; Sauza Diablo,
another tequila ''Ilavored"

drink to take on Tequiza; Mike's the halcyon days of the wine
Hard Iced Tea, to complement cooler, when Bruce Willis
Mike's Hard Lemonade and hawked Seagrams, and Bartles
flank Doc Otis and Jack and J aymes (or at least the
Daniels'
lemons;
Captain actors who played them)
household
faces.
Morgan Gold against Bacardi became
Silver; and something called Coolers were the hot drinks of
Vibe, another malt beverage 1985, then all but vanished a
couple of years later.
from Coors.
"I think people realized
"Suppliers are always looking for ways to attract younger they tasted like (expletive),"
drinkers, and maybe they sim- Shepard says. "With (malternaply want a sweeter product," tives), they have a better-tastShepard says. "They're very . ing product. But it still could be
successful
elsewhere
in a ,faddish thing. I wouldn't be
Australia they have· an 11 per- surprised."
They may carry the names
cent share."
But other observers are of famous liquor companies, but
less enthusiastic.
"malternative" drinks like
"It's a fad," says Mike Smirnoff Ice and Bacardi Silver
Wilky, the longtime bar manag- contain no vodka or rum.
er at the Off-Campus Pub, next They're malt beverages with
to California State University, citrus, carbonation and the "flaFullerton. "Zima had its day. I vorings" of distilled spirits.
only kept it until Smirnoff Ice
Why the sleight of hand?
came along, for the women. Not Brewers want to capitalize on
very many guys drink it."
the cache of hard liquor, but not
Shepard says the current be subject to higher taxes and
marketing blitz reminds him of advertising restrictions.

Bacardi Silver is available in convenience stores;
Bacardi rum is not. But these
distinctions are evolving,
says Eric Shepard, executive
editor of the Beer Marketer's
Insights newsletter. When
Hooper's Hooch appeared in
1996, the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms said
that as long as these beverages were under 6 percent
alcohol by volume, they
wouldn't be subject to distilled spirit restrictions.
But increased popularity
has prompted the ATF to
take a closer look. Now malternatives are banned from
using words like "rum" or
"vodka" in their advertising.
The question, Shepard
says, is whether consumers
will be turned off when they
learn that these beverages
aren't mixed drinks at all.
"I think yes, it's going to
make a difference when they
find out," he said.
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GRE essay requirement

may hurt many
international students
he GRE, the SAT of graduate school, is
getting a facelift of sorts. As of this fall,
the GRE will replace its analytical section with a two-part essay section.
The first essay requires students to pick a
position and support it. The second essay
asks students to critique an argument.
This new section is supposed to provide
graduate schools a new way to evaluate a student's ability to cohesively communicate an
argument or support a position. However, as
is tradition with standardized testing, this one
will not be fair either.
An essay section will put international
students at a major disadvantage, as their
mastery of the English language is much
lower than that of American students. The old
analytical section provided a more even playing field because it could test a student's
problem-solving skills, without having to evaluate grammar and writing style.

T

If a student has to write an essay to prove
their problem-solving skills, and their grammar, punctuation and writing style are less
than perfect, how is it possible for them to
demonstrate their problem-solving skills if the
person evaluating the essay can't understand
their explanation?
The GRE, which often determines whether
or not a student is accepted into graduate
school, may now disqualify students based on
a single arbitrary essay that may or may not
reflect their problem-solving capabilities
accurately.
There is no research to back up the
change as an effective test. The students taking the exam this fall will be the guinea pigs.
Many students simply will not do as well
on the new GRE. If English is not a student's
primary language, they have an automatic disadvantage walking in.

Williams' wishes
are non-negotiable
T

In the article ("The family circus," Sheyla Nieves,
July 3, 2002) the author states that the manner in which
the Osbournes act is done for the sole purpose of ratings
and money. We live in a new age of radical ideas and the
simple truth is our family values are closer to the
Osbournes than they are to the Cleavers or Bradys.
Siblings don't have arguments that they solve in a
half-hours time. They fight with each other and throw
things-anyone with a sibling can attest to that.
As far as the interesting methods Ozzy and Sharon
use to discipline young Jack and Kelly, if it takes urine in
a bottle to stop them from drinking, so be it. This is no
crueler then when a father catches his son smoking and
makes him smoke the whole pack.
Or when a father teaches his son a lesson about
drinking by allowing him to get so drunk that he is sick
the next day, and then further punishes him by forcing
him to do yard work.
People obviously want this type of entertainment. I·
stress entertainment because that is what TV is, a form
of entertainment. The Osbournes are just as normal as
you and I, and to condemn their behavior is to condemn
our society.
-JASON MALLEY

Enraged due to parking fees

OUR STANCE:

ed Williams, one of the greatest players
to ever grace a baseball field, passed
away on July 5. One would assume,
after years of poor health, Williams can
finally rest in peace.
But Williams isn't able to rest just yet, not
the way he would have liked to anyway. John
Henry Williams, his son, has decided to have
his father cryogenically frozen, while Ted
Williams' daughter, Bobby-Jo Ferrell, is fighting to have her father's remains cremated.
Despite the fact that Ted Williams requested in his will to be cl'emated and have his
ashes spread in the Keys, his son arranged to
have him transported to Scottsdale, Arizona to
be frozen. Ferrell contends that her brother
plans on one day selling their father's frozen
DNA.
It is a shame, that in a time of grief, a family is preparing to go to court over the remains

The Osbournes in step with
modern family values

of their loved one. However, this dispute should
not have to be settled in a court of law.
Ted Williams had a will-a will he created·
with a lawyer while he was still lucid and able
to make decisions for himself. Ted Williams
made the decision to have his remains cremated. These decisions are not supposed to be
negotiable. A will is not meant to be negotiable.
When someone draws a will, they decide
where their money will go, what will become of
their estates, and who will care for their children. None of these things are open for negotiation, so why would the decision of what to do
with a body be any different?
It was Ted Williams' body, and he had a
plan for his remains: Any son that could blatantly disregard his departed father's wishes
in the hopes of making a profit is heartless and
shouldn't have his say in court for that very
reason.

It is amazing how UCF is able to find new ways to rip
students off.. As a resident of Academic Village, I will
have to pay $45 for a parking permit just for the fall
semester. Add to this the $3.90 per credit hour transportation access fee for my 16 credit load, and I will pay
$107.40 for parking this fall semester. For this large sum,
I am not even guaranteed parking in the Academic
Village lot. As an on-campus resident, I am not allowed
to buy a student parking pass, which is $15 less· per
semester. On-campus residents usually have no other
pface to put their cars, and it is nice to see that Parking
Services has taken advantage of this fact to fatten their
wallets.

-STEVEN ROBERT BLAUSTEIN

Speak your nlind
Has one of our columnists touched a nerve with you? Something
on campus got you angry? Not happy with the way
Student Government is spending your money?

let us hear about it!
Send your letter to

editor@VCFfuture.com
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CASCADES 3
FlorGI Gardvn of Wlntvr Park

'ltiftD

15% Discount with UCF
Student or Faculty ID!

Watvrford Lakvs
"A Full Service Florist"
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
1345 Howell Branch Road 10069 University Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Orlando, FL 32817
· Phone 407-679-5144
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-679-6787
Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''

Album sales falling
because he's black?
HORSE WHH NO NAME

Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

JOEY MYERS
STAFF WRITER

TO .EAT 5.99.

All You Care To Eat Spaghetti (with Marinara or Meat Sauce) for $3.99
with the purchase of any large Drink at regular price.
Dine-in only. Monday- Thursday only.

Real Italian. Real Fast:
12025 Collegiate Way (on University Blvd., outside the UCF Main Gate)
Phone: 407-380-3737

0

faH 2002·
fee Payments
lxtended to
Saturday,
Aug.11

0

0

0

The following offices will be open on
Saturday, August 17th from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m., and on August 19 through August
22 from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.:

'itCentral
University of
•

•Registrar's Office (MH 161)
•Undergraduate Admissions (MH 161)
• Financial Assistance (MH 120)
• Student Accounts ( MH 107)
• Cashier's Office (MH 109)
• Graduate Studies (MH 230)
Registrar's Office
161 Millican Hall
http://registrar.ucf.edu

F}O Tlda Unit of Academic Development and Retention

Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services

1~

Just when you thought
that Michael Jackson couldn't
be more bizarre and out-oftouch with the world, he
proves you wrong.
Jackson is going the way
of conspiracy theory-claiming that the record companies
are out to get him and other
black artists.
Jackson claims that the
rumors that have surrounded
him in the past, such as his living in a bubble, molesting children and being a homosexual
were rumors spread by his
own label, Sony Music, in an
effort to hold him down.
After he toppled record
sales held by Elvis Presley and
The Beatles with bis past
albums, Jackson claims Sony
conspired to keep Jackson
from doing anymore harm to
white music by destroying his
reputation to destroy his success as a musician.
On more than one occasion, he personally attacked
Sony Music chairman Tummy
Mottola. He accused Mottola of
being mean, racist and very
devilish. Jackson even accused
Mottola of using the "n-word."
These accusations come
ironically after Jackson's latest album, Invincible, flopped.
What was to be his comeback
album, sold merely six million
copies is the United States.
The mere idea that
Michael Jackson, of all people,
is being held down is insane.
How can a man worth billions
be repressed? Even more ludicrous is the fact that he is
playing the race card. Wait a
minute-since when is
Michael Jackson black?
Jackson said: "I know my
race. I look in a mirror, and I
know that I'm black."
To that I say, please, I'm
darker than he is.

Either Jacko has gone
completely wacko, or he is
upset over his lack of record
sales. Perhaps he has finally
crossed the fine line that he
walked for so many years.
We all knew that Jackson
was bizarre. Remember
Bubbles? What about that
mask he wears everywhere?
The Macualay Culkin friendship was always a little
strange too.
I usually found ways to
justify his peculiar choices.
iendships with children did
not mean he was gay or a
child molester. He didn't have
mlich of a childhood, so he
lived vicariously through others, perhaps.
How about Bubbles, the
monkey-couldn't the monkey
just have been a cool pet?
What about his purchase of
the Elephant Man's remains?
A little odd, but if you had a
gazillion dollars, what would
you do with it?
The oddest thing of all
was the change of his face. He
went from black to ivory; and
his nose went from big to
gross. Now; after bleaching
himself silly, bis sanity is fading as well.
The whole world thinks
he is a freak, and with good
reason. However, there is no
doubting his talent. When you
see him on stage, the freak is
gone, and the performer is still
there.
I don't think it's fair for
Jackson to randomly play the
race card, especially after he's
changed the color of his skin.
Sony isn't holding back this
artist-why would they?
Twenty five million was spent
to promote bis album. Sounds
like an awful lot to me.
Using racism against
another to make oneself look
good is awful. Race relations
are bad enough without some
bigot stirring things up--especially one with the celebrity
status that Jackson has".
Hopefully the people who
hear him are sensible enough
to realize that Jackson is out
of touch and out of mind.

Columnist Joey Myers can be
reached at jmyers@ucffuture.com

College degrees don't
make graduates smarter
JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER

College students graduate every year without learning general facts about history, politics and current
affairs. Not only do many college students graduate without learning general knowledge, but also they often
graduate without a complete
understanding of their major
areas of study.
I do not wish to speak for
all students, for I know that
plenty of students work very
hard and have a genuine
hunger. for
knowledge.
However, I believe these stu-

dents compose a minority in
the general college student
population.
Students have changed
their perceptions of college
and the purpose of higher
education over the years.
Most college students today
do not perceive colleges as
bastions of higher learning
as students did in the past.
Young and eager students come to college for the
experience as much as the
education. They put less
emphasis on what is learned
and more on how they can
improve their lot in life. They
PLEASE SEE
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Those who forget history
are .doomed to repeat it
FROM PAGE 13

want to have fun, they want to find
love.
Students think colleges are
degree companies, to whom they
pay a large amount of money in
return for a piece of paper. That
piece of paper, warmly referred to
as a degree, allows students to
earn more money. We go to college
to ultimately better ourselves
financially.
·A large number of students,
including myself, have taken general education courses during
their college careers only to fulfill
prerequisites. Students memorize
the material upon which they will
be tested, only to forget that material after completing the course.
With so many other goals
besides obtaining knowledge, college students today are less concerned with learning. We learn
what we have to and do not bother
with the rest. We study to obtain a
degree rather than knowledge.
Still, that does not make it
acceptable for students to be ignorant of the world around them. As
we will -all learn at some point in
our lives, knowledge is power. The
more you know, the better off you
will be. Remember, those who forget history are doomed to repeat
it.
As far as political knowledge
goes, part of the problem lies with-

in the political process itself.
Politicians do not want college
students to be well educated on
the political process.
The more people who know
what is really going on, the less
politicians will be able to manipulate the system.
Political ignorance results
from political apathy-college students' general sense of disinterest
in the political process because
they feel left out and unaffected.
Too many students fail to see the
importance of politics in their
lives, so they choose to remain
uninformed on political issues.
As a generation, we need to
realize that we can begin to
change society only when we
begin to flex our ·voting muscle
and get involved in the political
process.
College graduates' ignorance
of current events proves that college students do not enroll in college to improve their knowledge.
The true goal of college students'
is to enh~nce their money-making
potential.
The acquisition of knowledge
should be the goal of all people,
especially college students. A person should not consider himself or
herself educated if he or she has
little knowledge of current events.
We are living in historic times,
in which those who know what's
going on will have the upper hand
over those who don't.

ilip.-hop fashion mistaken
for gang associations
Mall security ought to spending more time paying attention to the actions of patrons and less
time searching for rolled up pants legs and doIn late April, rap star Nelly was removed rags as a sign of potential gang activity.
Expelling patrons from malls based on
from the Union Station Mall in St. Louis because
he was wearing a piece of clothing that violated - trends or clothing items leads to the unfair
the mall's dress code. Nelly was wearing a do- harassment of innocent consumers. That was
rag, an item defined as gang-related parapher- the case when a mother and daughter were told
nalia according to the Union Station Mall. The to leave a mall because her daughter was wearmall also considers bandannas, do-rags, hats tilt- ing her baseball cap tilted sideways.
Something tells me that neither were intent
ed or turned to the side, pant legs pulled or rolled
up and flashing gang signs a violation of their on engaging in gang-related activities, nor was
Nelly, though both parties were asked to leave in
anti-gang policy.
As far as mall evictions go-based on wear- accordance with the mall's rules.
Some argue mall property is not public, so
ing gangster clothing-Nelly was far from the
first to fall victim. What might have began as a management need not consider the constitutionnoble fight to deter crime and gang-related activ- al rights of U.S. citizens when creating these
ities, has now become a series of biased persecu- rules and dress codes.
Yet malls often market themselves as the ·
tions based on a misconstrued sense of fashion.
Instead of banning a style of apparel that "town squares" of the 21st century-a place
may or may not be religiously worn by gang where people can eat, drink, shop and be entermembers, malls should evict patrons based on tained all in one location-signifying a very pubtheir actions, not their image. With the rise of lic area. Mall space can even be rented out to
urban culture and hip-hop music, more con- cater to public services, such as voting booths
sumers will aim to dress like the stars they and motor vehicle department offices.
For many adolescents reaching for some
admire on television and radio. Hip-hop fashion
has as much of a right to prosper on today's degree of independence, malls are one place
streets and within .the apparel industry as Old where they can strut their stuff by mirroring the
fashion sense of their rap star idols, which may
Navy, Billabong or Armani does.
Punishing mall rats for their sense of fash- include topping off an outfit with a bandanna or
ion not only intrudes upon their constitutional ado-rag.
They're not attempting to engage in gang
right to free expression, but it also discourages
teenagers from being what parents these days activity; they're relating to someone they look up
are -constantly reminding them to be-them- to while trying to discover themselves.
While these dress codes may not be aimed
selves.
Like Union Station, many malls claim their at restricting black culture, it has become misdiprofiles of potential gang members come straight rected in its purpose and is punishing innocent
from local law enforcement and the FBI-pro- people instead of preventing against th~ crimes it
files the FBI claim they are unaware even exist. was designed to stop.
TIFFANY REPECKI
STAFF WRITER

"Put more you in your next new home!" Our Bovis Bonus Options
Guarantee will save you money on every option - we guarantee it! Start with a terrific
value on a Bovis home! Add options at our guaranteed lower prices* - the value gets
better the more you add! Ask your Bovis Homes sales representative for details! We'll
give you a headstart with $5.000 in FREE OPTIONS!

J~
407-877-9292 • From the $180s
From West S.R.50, South on Remington Rd.
Community is located on left.

•••

RANGtLINt
WOODS
407-831-3311 • From the $190s
From 434, North on Rangeline Rd.
Community is located on right.

Mulberry

Wfollow
407~71-1889

• From the $180s

Located on Dean Road,
South of University Boulevard.

Model Centers Open Mon. ·Sat. JOam - 6pm; Sun. 12 • 6pm
Johns Landing Model Center (Closed TuesJ

HOVIS

HOM, E~~

Broker Co-op Welcome

www. bovishornesflorida.corn

*Excludes special promotional pricing and swimming pools. Prices, plans and specifications 'may change without prior notice. 2/02
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Individual Leases
Fu Lly Furnished Apartments
Utilities included in Rent
FREE Internet Access in Every Bedroom
FREE Cable with HBO, ESPN and More
FREE Student Computer Lab
FREE State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility
Roommate Matching Service -Available
Walking di~tance to UCF

_.•••And Much Morel
*Rents and Incentives subject to change. ·
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Jefferson Commons
11841 Jefferson co·mmons·Cir.
Orlando, FL. 32826

407.382.4114
www.Jeffersoncommons-orlando.com
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CHRISTIE ZIZO

Rock powerhouse
~
· jA)- Orlando

STAFF WRITER

TV execs ~ stop
threatening and
fix the problem

LISA ROMANO
STAFF WRITER

Those who went to see
Cinderella on May 25 with
Poison at the House of Blues
were in for a big disappointment. Fans packed the House
of Blues after · waiting in the
sweltering summer sun to
watch the classic 80s rock act
blow the headliners off the
stage with their powerful live
set. After Winger, the set
change went from minutes to
over an hour as the restless
fans
waited.
Finally,
Cinderella's
drummer
Fred
In Orlando
Coury and guitarist Jeff LaBar
Where: The House
announced that
of Blues
singer Tom Keifer
was having vocal
When: Saturday.
troubles and th~y
July-27. 8:30 p.m.
would not be playPrice: $12.50, $15
ing. A number of
angry
fans
demanded
and
were given a refund after the
show.
"I had been anxiously
waiting since Sept. 3, 2000 to
. see [Cinderella] again," Alia
Rabah said, a UCF graduate.
"The way I see it though, I
would rather Tom Keifer not
sing and miss Cinderella for
one show than have him lose
his voice for good and never
get to hear them play live
again!"
Rumors spread across the
Internet: did the backdrop not
fit the band's liking? Did
Tom's voice really blow out?
Personal problems in the
band?
Whatever the reason,
apparently the situation was
resolved. Cinderella is returning to the House of Blue on
Saturday, July 27 before hitting St. Petersburg and Ft.
Lauderdale.

CHRISTIE Z1zo
STAFF WRITER

According to Jamie Kellner,
president of Turner
Broadcasting System, digital
video recording systems like
TiVo and ReplayTV are ruining
commercial-based TY.
Since 70 percent of TiVo
and Replay TV users (one percent of the viewing population),
cut through commercials,
Kellner predicts the end of commercials in the next 10 years,
especially if cable and satellite
companies start routinely put~
ting this software in their
boxes.
Now, before everyone
breaks out the party favors and
celebrates the death of
between.act advertisements,
here's something to chew on:
because commercials support
the creation and production of
TV programs, without them,
production companies will have
to find other means to make our
favorite shows.
So, who's up for paying
$250 to watch your favorite TV
shows, on top of your normal
cable or satellite bill? That is
Kellner's "rough calculation" as
to how much it would cost each
viewer. How he arrived at such
a figure is astounding, considering the only estimate of television viewership is really the
Nielsen ratings, which have
proven time and again to be
·
inaccurate.
Kellner's statement to the
Television Critics' Association
that there was "no free lunch in
this" shows a panic among
executives that proves their
own ineptitude.
Cost is a relative term. It's
relative to the amount of shows
I'm willing to watch. For example, I tend to watch cable news,
cartoon network and various
movie channels (AMC and
Turner Classic Movies, not
HBO). During the season I ·
watch "Buffy" and ''Angel." I
watch maybe four hours of TV a
day, maybe 30 hours a week.
If the new bill for viewership is per hour, and I'm
charged 50 cents an hour, that's
$15 a week. At that point, I get
rid of cable, start buying my
movies and cartoons and getting my news from the internet
(which is far less annoying than
getting it from a lower-third
ticker). I can get past seasons
of "Buffy," I'm sure ''Angel" will
PLEASE SEE

TiVo
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COURTESY CINDERELLA FAN WEB SITE

Cinderella guitarist Jeff LaBar has been with the band since its inception in 1985.
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Theatre UCF closes with comedy
SARA SOTOLONGO
STAFF WRITER

The Theatre UCF production of Christopher Fry's play
"The Lady's not for Burning,"
features a large ensemble
cast, multiple plots and perhaps one of the most bewildering characters found in
modern theatre.
The story takes place in

The Lady's not for Burning
Where: Theatre UCF

When: July 11 - July 21
Price: Call 407-823-1500 for ticket info

15th
century
Eng~and.
Thomas Mendip (played by
guest actor Scott Edwin

Leake) is described as a
world-weary ex-soldier who
begs Hebble Tyson, mayor of
the small market town of Cool
Clary, to hang him for two
murders that Mendip never
actually committed. Mayor
Tyson (played by UCF professor Mark Brotherton) gives
the request little thought in
the light of the second plot,
which unfolds between the

mayor's sister, her son and
his bride.
While the family is squabbling inside their stately home
the third plot unfolds as the
townspeople rioting outside
the. Mayor's gates have
accused a beautiful and
wealthy young woman of
being a witch.
Jennet
PLEASE SEE

The Lady's oN 18
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PARKING SERVICES CAN •••
• Jump start your car
• Unlock your car
• Give directions
• Inflate tires
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HOW
TO GET

YOUR
PARKING

DECAL
D<D IT ALL

YOUR STUDENT PARKING PERMIT LETS YOU•••
.-
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..,

~
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.
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,• Park in any student_lot
• Park in any of the - .
3 parking garages
• Have a cool UCF sticker
on your vehicle

'

~

University of -· ·

Central

:Florid.a

·ONUNEll!
REGISTER
YOUR VEHIClE .·

*-

ORDER YOUR
PARKING PERMIT.-*

- Daily permits available in yellow boxes. Permits also avai.lable for motorcyclists.
PAY FOR
'

YOUR PERMIT. ·

-

WHERE ARE WE loCATED?
• Decal sales offices located·
at the South and West
parking garages•.
• Day permit sales office located in visitor's Kiosk across from
- Millican Hall.

,_~-------,
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OPTIONS) -

• AVOID THE LINES: PAY ONLINE WITH
CREDIT CARD AND - .
HAVE PERMIT MAILED
TO YOU.

• PAY ONLINE AND OPT
TO PICK UP YOUR
PERMIT.

.

.

• PAY~ WITH CASH, .

STUDENT

EscoRT

PATROL. SERVICES (S.E.P.SJ
Provided by UCF Police Department .
Escorts for students to and from car or dorm at night.
-

.

CHECK, OR CREDIT
CARD AT ONE OF
THE PARKING

SERVICES OFFICES

*

All STUDENTS

,.

MUST REGISTER THEIR
VEHICLES AND ORDER PERMITS ONLINE

401.823.2424

.,

*COMPLETE

INSTRUCTIONS ONUNE

'The Lady's not
for Burning' runs
through July 21
Walking into -the theatre's intimate main stage,
J ourdemayne (played by it is impossible not to be
guest actor Lara Mainard) impressed with the elaboseeks refuge in Mayor rate set that the actor's use
Tyson's home, as well as his during the play. The enviaid in clearing her of the ronment is complete with
townspeople's dange.rous period furniture, a fireaccusations.
Despite place, swords and battleMayor Tyson's attraction to axes hanging on the walls
Jennet, he is quick to pro- and even a live bird in the
claim that she is indeed a birdcage. The set also feawitch and puts her under tures a large Gothic style
window looking
arrest.
out into the
By
this
Theatre UCF's
"garden" which
time, Thomas
fall 2002 season
allows the stage
has also manto be divided
aged to get him."Ah, Wilderness!"
into two sepaself - arrested,
September 12-22
rate areas.
perhaps
The
play,
through sheer
"Waiting for Godot"
written
entirely
persistence and
October 3-13
in poetfo verse,
not suspicion of
"Fame- The Musical"
is a seamless
guilt.
Jennet
October 17-27
production that
and
Thomas
lasts a little
find themselves
"Impossible Marriage"
over two and a
unexpectedly
October 31-November 10
half hours. It is
falling in love
the final presen'The Merry Wives of
with one anothtation of UCF's
Windsor" November 14-24
er. The romance
Theatre's
appears to be
Summer 2002
doomed since
both of the prisoners are Season. For those who can't
scheduled to be executed in make "The Lady's Not for
Burning," join Theatre UCF
the morning.
Do not dismay, since, for its fall season with the
after all, "The Lady's not for Eugene O'Neill play "Ah,
Wilderness!" Sept. 12.
Burning" is a comedy.
FROM PAGE
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The
Village
at Science Drive

3 &r 4 Bedroom floor plans
• Private bathrooms
• Large walk-in closets
• Individual privacy locks
• Designer furniture/Fully furnished
• Individual leases
• Gated entry
• Roommate matching service
• Full-size washer & dryer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utilities included
Doorside trash pick-up
Pre-wired for interactive cable
Clubhouse, pool & sports court
Private telephone lines
Free cable with 3 HBO's
High speed ethernet access

- - - - - -Ana more!
'.11"1 ~ (407) 384-7080

~~fdJtr~fil~t

www.thevillageatsciencedrive.com

UNIVERSITY

BOULEVARD

~

I~~

UNIVERSITY
OF
CENTRAL

®FLORIDA

~

~

~

~
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LOKANOTOSA TRAIL
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~~

COLONIAL DRIVE Ci
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Openings

5 Wealthy
9 Guarded
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
22
23

24
25
26

27
30
33
35

36
37
38

40
41
43
44
46
47
48

50
54

56
57

58
59
60
61

62
63

64
65

1
2
3
4

comment
Baghdad's land
Out of work
Singing voice
Restaurant listing
Subject or object
word
Invigorate
Twist together
Steady lookers
Highland girls
Attorney's
workload
Possessive
pronoun
Hit head-on
Recipe element
Tenochtitlan
resident
Weary
Intense anger
Poet's product
Hole in one
Banks of
baseball
Greek le1ter
Tennis star
Monica
Pub pint
Knocks lightly
Unite
Sundial X
Elizabeth and
Bob
Fenway fare
Oklahoman
Agape
All by oneself
"Sweeney _ "
Musical Horne
Fathered
Highlctnd dance
Private sch.
Masters of
ceremonies
Latin being
Berets and
bonnets
DOWN
Hebrew letter
Showplace
Trousers
Presses into a
pulp

•
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Alllfghlor_,,ed.

5 Lookalike
6 Gods' images
7 Pointer
8 Female lobster
9 Book of maps
1O Confiscates
11 Committing
capital

12 Active one

13 Sea eagles
21 Family reunion
attendees
22 Up for it
24 Worries
26 Sieved into
pellets
28 Buffalo's lake
29 "_Gynt"
30 Affirm positively
31 Greek letter
32 Attic entrances,
sometimes
33 Whoppers
34 Strike out
39 Scott of "Ride the
High Country"
42 Water pitcher
45 Poem of 14 lines

Please see
·answers on
page 24

47 Walk leisurely
49 City on the Aire
50 Goes
underground
51 "Norma" or
"Louise"
52 ''The Screens··

dramatist
53 Breaks suddenly
54 Beauty pageant

accessory
55 Hodgepodge
56 Troubles
58 Three in Trieste

Covering the bases
See what Kristy Shonka has to
· say about UCF sports.
-SEE SPORTS 32
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apeek at th~ week in local entertainment
Bad Disco Night
Independent Bar at 10 p.m.

!

DJs Dan Stone and Tyson Deines
Back Booth at 10 p.m.

Augll$t Spies, feroJine, Red Handed
The social at 8'p.m.

Gargamel!, Brown Note
Back Booth at 10:30 p.m.

Sa...,

July Tl

I

DJ Brianna Lee
The Parliament House at 10 p.m.

Crass Roots. Shoe ·
Will's Pub at 8p.m.
.>

Tuesday

Cutaway, Broken, Trivium, Martyr Reef
Lost & Found at 8 p.m.

July23
Bury Your Dead, Ashera~. Bloodji, Hyde
Will's Pub at 6 p.m.

Polk
One Eyed Jack's at 10 p.m.

Curb 60
Adobe Gilas at 8 p.m.

DJ Spice
Wing Shack UCF at 10 p.m.

Alias Clark, Ask Me Later
Slingapour's at 9 p.m.

Thursday
Juty18

Skeleteen, Real Love Diplomats
Midtown Tavern at 9 p.m.
Spunk
Muldoon's Saloon at 9 p.m.
Pipebomb 11, Makeshift,
Madness the Spiv
F.B.I. Liquors at 10 p.m.
The Walkmen, The Washdown,
The Fades
Back Booth at 10 p.m.

2AM
Holly ana Dolly's at 8 p.m.

Naome's All That
Cricketers Arms at 10 p.m.

July 28

Dirty Barby, The Harp Project,
Pulling Out, Polly Ester
Lost & Found at 9 p.m.

Wednesday
July 24

As Friends Rust, Prevent Falls,
Fullerton. Fare:weU to fashion
Back Booth at 5 p.m.

Ruby James
Loaded Hog at 10 p.m.

BrowJtie Points, Resident Weirdo,
Side Out, The Harp Project
House of Blues at 830 p.m.

Anduz, Logic
Slingapour'.s at 10 p.m.

Hugo
The Club at 9 p.m.

Friday
July 19

The Post Consumers
Back Booth at 9 p.m.

The Joint Chief5, Bughe~d.
Rocketfish, The Sexy Boys
Will's b ar8:30 p.m.

Character Zero, Polarity, Runnin'
Blind, Mercy Brown
Lost & Found at 9:30 p.m.
lndorphine, Lost in Progress
Bar at 10 p.m.

Thursday
All, Wretch Like Me,
Someday I, Armstrong
The Social at 7 p.m.

Beemo
Johnny's Rockin' Bistro at 10 p.m.
Sativa
Midtown Tavern at 10 p.m.

Animosity will play next at Twilight's in Ybor City at 9 p.m.

OJIO

The lmpostorz
Holly and Dolly's at 9 p.m.

Free Flow Conspiracy
, CityJazz at 8 p.m.
Something Between
Central Station Bar at 10 p.m.
DJ Cool Kas, Blax of Adjquest
AKA Lounge at 10 p.m.
The Merrill Brothers
Margaritaville at 10 p.m.

Monilay
July 19
The Kills, Motion Picture Massacre,
Volta Do Mar, Fantasy
Back Booth at 8 p.m. ·

Sunday
Jdly 2l
l

Voodoo Glow Skulls, Spitvalves, River
City Rebels, Ten Foot Pole
The'Social· at 5 p.m.

Big Unit
Muldoon's Saloon at 9 p.m.

Hospitality Night with 0-ROCK 105.9
The Groove at 9 p.m.

Seraphin, Lost in Progress,
Down Since Day One
F.B.I. Liquors at 10 p.m.

Open mike hosted by Well Hung Heros
Holly and Dolly's at 9 p.m.
Disco and the City Boys,
Mega DJs, DJ 6reg 6
Palladium International at 10 p.m .

Charlie Zayas and the Midnight
Ramblers, DJ Spinman Wally
CityJazz at 8 p.m.

Ask M-~ Later, 4:2:Five, 1-4 Band, Xafire
Lost & Found at 8:30 p.m.

Bboy hosts "Bigtime Independent
Music Showcasen
Big Daddy's Bar and Grill at 9 p.m.

The Chase Theory, The Silent
Treatment, 6asganno
Back Booth at 9 p.m.

0-Live Songwriters Showcase America
Central Station Bar at 10 p.m.

Radio Free Lily
Cricketers Arms at 10 p.m.

Tabu at 9 p.m.

Sunday

July 25

Lift, Duster, Cloudsbreak
F.B.I. Liquors at 10 p.m.

Amy Steinburg, Ruby James
Slingapour's at 10 p.m.

Monday Night at the Fights
Roxy at 10 p.m.

Taesday
July JO
,/

Fred frap and.hislmaginary Friends
Gina's .on the Water at 6:30 p.m.

Johnny Dangerously, BFX,
Storm vs. Trevor Rockwell, Merlyn
Tabu at 10 p.m.

July 26

Monday

The Switchbacks~ The No Goods
Will'sM at 8 p.m.

Enon, Blood Thirsty lovers,
Those Bastard Souls, T.K. Webb
Will's Pub at 8 p.m.

Bad Company, The Joint Chiefs
House of Blues at 8 p.m.

Sisaundra Lewis and the Sounds of Soul
CityJazz at 8 p.m.

DJ Robby Clark
Southern Nights at 8 p.m.

Turnpike
Slingapour's at 10 p.m.

Ayee, Lucid Fly, Cephalic, Drencht, Xyvex
Lost & Found at 9:30 p.m.

DJs Dustbustah and Estep
The Peacock Room at 10 p.m.

July 22

SlD Duo
Adobe Gilas at 8 p.m.
Laura Minor, Riverbottoin
Nightmare Band
Will's Pub at 8 p.m.

Friday

The Future will publish
MONDAYS &THURSDAYS
beginning this Fall!

•

...as much news, sports &entertainment
..

f

Curl Up and 'Die, New Mexican Disaster
Squad. At a Loss for Words
Wills Pup ~t.6,,p.m.

Seldom, Gestalt
Will's Ptlb at 7 p.m.

Merge, Theory X, lgnid,
Bongwater Taffy, Jeff Cannon
Lost &Found at 9:30 p.m.

~

-7

6raves, The Hybrids, Green
Goblyn Project
Back Booth at 9 p.m.

Lunatic Candy Kreep,
Noir, O.F. Beatdown
Hard Rock Live at 9 p.m.

•

..

J

Look for it in stands on and off campus

ALL U
CAN
DRINK18&up

WEDNESDAYS

Across from UCF on the corner of Alafaya and University.

PENNY DRINKS

0 R L A N D 0

TILL MIDNIGHT II

Every Tuesday Night

ft

v

2ss.0rangeAve. 407.540.ooa1

N
'
w~s n··
.
..
. · '""
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#f BAR IH
Tflt I/Cf AlltA II

Great Food, Great Specials!
Open 7 Days a Week till 2am.

FREE BEER 9-11 PM
$2 Domestics $3 Drinks

Every Thursday Night

"'O'''''

MONlflGHF"FREE BEER 9- 12
TUE-"ICARAOl(t 1110111" $2 Pitchers All Night, No Cover.
WED- "'O,,,ttlt NIOH1 roo" FREE BEER 9- 12
TRU ·"O/Jllfl( -1(- 01'0~" $10 All u Can Drink.
FR 1-"UDltS NIOH1"FREEUQUOR9-12,LadiesFREEtill 11

s AT- "A '"'ua..r FOIJ PAR11tS" 20 cent wings $4 Pitchers.
SUN ·"NOSPl1A'11Y 1111111" 3-4-1 Wells & 2-4-1 Pints.

1163 University Blvd.
Next to Residence Inn

407-207-1740

.Happy Hour Every Day 4 'i'0,.':.7~cmc1
$1.25 drafts • 2 for 1 wells and calls • daily shot specials

.. •

~

JJ

j

ii
1--""""-""ULlll>~""'"-~----4

Foosball championship
WednesClay Pool/ billiards championship
Thursday Dart championship
Sunday·
SuMrSundaJBnmch
Tuesday

(

EA!iY A!i ••••

!Ii lwells .

It:: ::a cal ls
::p C + domestic bottles

It:: -:apremiums
::P .:9 + import bottles
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TiVo is sending the industry into a panic
FROM PAGE
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be out soon, and those shows
are on their way out anyway.
Or, if it 'were charged per
channel, I would pick maybe
five or six cable channels and
maybe HBO, and only because I
may feel like channel surfing
every now and then.
The cost is no problem for
me, because I don't need television. Why? l3ecause most TV
programs are loud, pretentious
and, well, fake. Very few programs entertain me anymore.
Why is this? Because advertisers have no clue what I'm interested in, and they are the ones
who really run the TV industry.
The fact that 25 percent of TV
pilots make it on air every season is appalling, not because
it's such a competitive number,
but because there are so many
ideas out there that are not test
marketing well. This is because
the audience has much higher
standards than they had 30
years ago, or even 10 years ago,
and that's where a lQt of these
executives are from.
I'd better start over. See,
most shows out there that are
sponsored by companies, and
this has been going on since the
Golden Age of radio. Someone
comes up with an idea and, if a
lackey with a cubicle in the
research and development office
likes it, they will try to get it
sponsored by, say, Pepsi. The
Pepsi people read these scripts

or see these pilots, and they
decide if they're willing to put
they're name on anything.
Network and sponsors discuss
changes that should be made to
the pilot, and make said
changes. If it gets this far, they
go to test marketing. This is
where a demographic, already
targeted by the network, sees

the
pilot and gives the general
thumbs up or down. This is
where many shows go to die.
By the time the show makes
it on air, the original idea has
been changed from a drama
about a single mom and her
children to a comedy about a
happy-go-lucky working mother

Contests To Show· Off
Your Mad Skillz.!
· AMV + Costume and Cosplay • Modeling, Figure, Art, &Diroama
Anime Jeopardy • Anime Name That Tune • Video Game Arcade & Tournaments
The Weakest qeek (ao AFO exclusive!)

Even More Stuff To See And Do!
Panels Galore: AMY, Costuming, Web Comics, Mecha, Robotech, J-Rock, Plushies, Cel Painting and more!
The most anime dealers (5,400 sq. ft. room!) in Florida - period. • Guest presentations and autographs.
Friday night karaoke pool party. • AFO TV 24-hour anime channel in the hotel!

and her
spiffy twin girls
played by Mary Kate and Ashley
Olsen. Of the shows
that make it to air,
most are canned
after the first few episodes. Why? The
Nielsen's.
Consider all the
money just wasted on this show.
No wonder my Dr. Pepper is $1
per 20 ounce bottle.
So, why would I pay my 50
cents per hour to be subjected
to such tripe? How about getting down to the real problem,
Jamie Boy?

It's high time Hollywood
starts trusting its producers
and writers-if an idea isn't
good enough without major
changes, it's probably not good
enough after a face life. It's
time they stopped coming to
people who know nothing about
viewers and started working
with the public, and not just the
target graphic, because I do
know that guys are not just
interested in scantily-clad
women-okay a lot are, but not
as many as you would think,
and many do want substance.
And finally, why not look a
little harder for talent
among the 86 percent of
the acting population
who are not making the
salaries that get published in Entertainment
Weekly. Some of the best
shows on TV were cast with
virtual unknowns.
The viewer of today has
much higher standards. And if
I'm being forced to pay $250 to
have 200 channels and nothing
on, I might as well drop $7 or
more to go to the movies every
week.
I think Kellner needs to
stop making threats to the viewers he works for (I know they
forget that but they do work for
us) and start solving TV's problems-and soon.

Columnist Christie Zizo can be
reached at entertainment@ucffuture.com
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and severed his ear, causing
him, she said, to no longer be

CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

Lead stories
• "Dozens" of money-making Web sites have recently been
created by parents who post
photos they have taken of their
adolescent daughters (as young
as age 6) frolicking in frilly
clothing or swimwear, according
to a May New York Daily News
report. The sites are operated
like pornography businesses,
with some free teaser photos,
but with $30-a-month "members" getting access to the photo
archive and "personal" messages from the "model." Some
sites operate chat rooms where
members discuss the girls in
great detail. One "typical" site
has 3,000 daily users, and
another had 32 million page
views in nine months. The parents say they are helping their
daughters with modeling
careers or with future college
expenses.
• China's youth and young
adults are increasingly beyond
the communist government's
control in their spending and
leisure habits, according to a
May dispatch in Toronto's Globe
and Mail. Although party leaders still appear on "mostadmired" lists, so do Bill Gates

and pop stars such as the
Taiwanese boy band F4, and
older Chinese complain that
superficial, amoral kids know
more lyrics of Michael Jackson
than sayings of Mao Tse-tung.
(The government recently
banned an imported, 15-episode
TV show starring F4, but had to
back down because of the boys'
popularity among screaming
teen-age girls and because of
complaints by government TV
stations that they needed the
advertising revenue the show
would bring in.)

Shapers of young minds
Middle-school teacher
Timothy Thomure, 46, admitted
rubbing a knife blade along a
student's finger (and other acts
of intimidation) to "loosen (students) up and get them to interact" (Sedalia, Mo., March).
Parents of an 8-year-old boy
recently asked school officials
for counseling help to deal with
a lingering 1999 incident in
which a teacher disciplined him
by dumping a cup of cockroaches on his chest (Houston, April).
A middle-school teacher was
fired for allegedly throwing a
chair at a student during a
"behavior management" class
(Pflugerville, Texas, May). A

Sunday school teacher was convicted of a misdemeanor for
counseling a teen-age boy that a
good way to curb his masturbation habit was to write "What
would Jesus do?" on his penis
(Andover, Minn., June).

The litigious society
• Donna Beck filed a
wrongful death claim in April
against the Los Angeles
Sheriff's Department following
the death of her son James
Allen Beck in a barricadeshootout last year (in which one
deputy was killed). Beck was
prepared for a long stand-off,
having stockpiled weapons in
his home (which caught fire
from a tear gas canister, resulting in Beck's death and the
destruction of his body).
• A jury in New York City
recently awarded $14.1 million
to a 38-year-old woman who was
badly maimed after she was hit
by a subway train after lying
down purposefully on an underground track in a probable suicide attempt. According to a
New York Law Journal report
summarized in a June New York
Times story, the jury found that
the train conductor, who had
already slowed to 15 mph following a report of someone lying

on the tracks, should have been
going slower. (The judge lowered the award to $9.9 million
after finding that it was 30 percent the woman's fault.) [New
York Times, 6-:-25-02]
• Scottish train driver
Jacqueline Morrison, 29, filed a
lawsuit in April against her·
employer, ScotRail, asking about
$25,000 because she bruised a
fingernail (which eventually fell
off) when she went to adjust her
seat in the cab.
• In April, a court in New
South Wales, Australia, awarded
a 20-year-old man the equivalent
of $525,000 (U.S.) as a result of
his being knocked out in a 1995
Narrandera High School fight
that he apparently participated
in willingly and in which he
threw the first punches.
Although he was medically
cleared the next day, he said
serious headaches and neurological problems have developed
and that the last seven years
have been physically and financially tough for him.
• June Bond, 34, filed a
$300,000 claim against Ventura
County (Calif.) because her husband (on a work program for
violating probation) stomped a
palm frond down into a
Dumpster, and it snapped back

affectionate. And Tim and
Donna Vogle filed a lawsuit
against a restaurant in St.
Joseph, Mo., in June, claiming
that the owner slapped Mrs.
Vogle in the head with a raw
steak (after she complained that
it was overdone) and that as a
result, the couple's sex life has
been 75 percent diminished.

Least competent criminals
Edward 0. Green, 24, was
arrested in LaPorte, Ind., near
the front desk at the sheriff's
station shortly after he had
arrived to bail out a friend. A
deputy had told him to take a
seat momentarily, but apparently Green, who was probably inebriated, quickly dozed off and
began to sn9re. As deputies
approached to awaken him, they
noticed several small plastic
bags (which tests later revealed
to contain cocaine) in his mouth.

Unclear on the concept
Correction Service of
Canada recently touted some
prisons' successful model programs of allowing fnmates who
request it to live in certain
wings designated as drug-free
zones (even though all sections
of all prisons are supposed to be
drug-free). And Suffolk County
(Mass.) has begun to pay its
prison guards a $1,000 yearly
bonus if they test clean for illegal drugs. (The programs in
both of these stories were
enticements to get inmates and
guards to agree to random drugtesting, which would otherwise
be prohibited.)

STYa~~~
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HAIRDRESSING SALON

10% Student Discount on cuts

UCF Domino's Pizza
12213 University Boulevard
Next to The Copy Cafe

With Valid Student ID

Large
Cheese or
1-Topping
Pizza

Specializing in:
• Cuts from classic to funky
• Colors & perms
• Foils, highlights,
low lights
• Formal styling for
special occasions
~\Vl Relaxers
• Facial waxing
• Ear piercing

E)

Small
1-Topping
Pizza
& Breadsticks

401-384-8888
Hours: Sun 12 Noon • 12 Midnight
Mon • Thurs 11 am • 12 Midnight • Fri • Sat 11 am - 2am

Student
Value Meal

0

Medium
2-Topping
Pizza
1 Coke

0 Small Cheese

Pizza & Choice
of Bread

(Cheesy Bread, Breadsticks,
or Cinnastix)

Delivery and Carryout Available. Payment Accepted: Cash, All Credit Cards, Debit
Order Online at: www.quikorder.com
.

..
•
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D~Ogon
Co-LA~+
FINE
CHINESE CUISINE
www.dragoncourt.com
The Dragon Court restaurants offer a selection of house specialties
and traditional Chinese favorites to please any and all palates. We
are proud to serve the finest entree's using the freshest meats,
seafood, and vegetables.

speci~ls

Come join us for our excellent lunch
starting at just $4.95*.

*Served Monday through Saturday, 11am to 3pm.

·--------------------·
1

As a special thanks for making us

1

:

.The Best of UCF,

:

: present your student l.D. at either location :
r
anytime during the month of July for
•

:

1Oo/o off your entire purchase!

:.

I • Valid for take-out and dine-Jn • Must present student 1.0. at time of purchase • I
Off!lf good 7~Hl2 til 7·31 ·02 • Valid at both locations•

·~-------------~~----·

Tuscawilla Bend Shopping Center
University Palms Shopping Plaza
2200 Winter Springs Blvd, Suite 115
4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 200
Oviedo, FL 32765.
Oviedo, FL 32765
407-359-8085
Dine-in and take-out available.
407-359-1888
M~n-Sat

l lam-IOpm, Sun 12pm-9pm

pw'1of NAILS &TAN
·

'We bring the beauty to your life"

We proudly offer:
• Massage chair pedicures
•Manicures
• Waxing & facial services
• Acrylic nails
• Pink & white

•Silk wrap
• Nail design
• Airbrushing
·•Tanning

Specials:
Nails & Spa:
• $3 off a full set of nails
• After 7 fills the 8th is free
•Free air-brush service with
any nail service
• $3 off spa pedicure
Wax & Tan:
•.After 7 eyebrow waxings,
the 8th is free
• 10% off any other wax
service
• 10% off any tanning service
Please present student ID or coupon
for these specials
COURTESY CINDERELLA FAN WEB SITE

The Philadelphia-based rockers have toured for nearly 20 years.

Cinderella is considered
one of the best live bands
FROM PAGE

Students
$525

::::;:~d

407·354·5998
FOR MOVIES & SHOWTIMES

SAVE
~

-ALOT!
- -

IFREE
Complimentary

I Fountain Drink
with this coupon.
I Offer expires 9130102
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Now fans can wait outside again for
hours, moaning about the heat, to ensure front
row and center! They can burn their finger or
possibly the hairspray-ridden 'do of the person in front while holding up a lighter during
"Heartbreak Station!" Or sniffle and cry during "Don't Know What You Got (Till It's
Gone)!" Or not shower for five days after being
spit on by Jeff LaBar!
The $12.50 (or $15) is well worth it to
catch these masters of live performance in
action.
These Philadelphia-based rockers have
toured the world for nearly 20 years, showing
up their peers with a uniquely powerful show.
Cinderella's blues-inspired hard rock is unlike
the countless "hair bands" of the era they are
unfairly lumped in with, whose generic sound
is bland in comparison. Coury, LaBar, bassist
Eric Brittingham and Keifer were discovered
by rock singer Jon Bon Jovi while playing in a
bar. They signed a contract with Mercury in
1985, which released Cinderella's first album,
"Night Songs" in 1986, which included hits like

"Nobody's Fool," and "Somebody Save Me."
After releasing two more albums, "Long
Cold Winter" in 1988 and 1990s "Heartbreak
Station," Coury left the band and formed
Arcade in 1992 with RATT singer Stephen
Pearcy. The rumor around the music world
was the boys from Philadelphia had broken
up. However, in 1995 Cinderella released their
fourth album, "Still Climbing," which failed to
climb the charts. They began doing small club
tours, also releasing a greatest hits album and
a live album. In 2000 Cinderella went on tour
with Poison, Dokken and Slaughter, a concert
set that proved lucrative. It was also fitting,
since in 1999 Brittingham was involved in a
car accident that left the bassist in a coma.
His recovery was a relief to fans around the
world.
No extensive props, costumes or shock
rock needed, the quartet unleashes an explosive tour de force during their live shows that
is a shame to miss. Wear leather in the
scorching Florida sun, bring a lighter, watch
the groupies throw themselves at the tour bus
and soak in the nostalgia. It's good that some
things never change.
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One _for the classic rock books
The last semblance of funk
is audible on the title track,
which maniacally changes gears
from sugary choruses to
machine-gun break beats. The
rest of the album is more diverse
and eclectic than any the band
has ever created. Exceptional
tunes
like
"Universally
Speaking" and "Tear" borrow
a page from the Beach Boys'
"Pet Sounds" and The
Beatles' "Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band,"
respectively. Other ventures
like the ska/polka hybrid
"On Mercury" and the flamenco
stylings
of
"Cabron" are examples of
risky
experimentation
paying off. More accessible tracks for old-school
RHCP fans like "Can't
Stop" and "Throw Away
Your Television" take
subtle chances without
alienating their core fan base.
The overall feel of the
album is that of painful regret
and optimistic hope. Kiedis's
lyrics on "By The Way" seem to
be his most personal yet. "This
Is The Place" addresses original
guitarist Hillel Slovak's drug
overdose and the feelings of
guilt attached to his death.

Chili Peppers sporting a more mature sound
RANDY HARRIS
STAFF WRITER

One might wonder what
classic rock radio stations will
be spinning in 20 years. Because
of the fickle nature of the music
industry and the public, most
bands burn bright and fade out
within a few years. Bands with
staying power such as Pearl
Jam and Green Day are likely
candidates for future classic
rock status. Another band that
should definitely make the cut is
The Red Hot Chili Peppers. With
a career spanning nearly 20
years, their longevity can be
attributed to the ability to age
gracefully without losing their
youthful edge.
In very crafty ways, the
Peppers have achieved a gradual maturation in their sound.
When the original line-up surfaced in Southern California
aim lSt 20 years ago, bouncy
funk and deafening punk were
their trades. After countless
"Behind the Music" moments
involving drugs and selfdestruction, original members

Flea and Anthony Kiedis
reassessed their lives and
replaced needles and pills with
yoga and meditation. This transformation can best be heard on
"Under the Bridge" and
their 1999 release,
"Californication." These
efforts saw the band
seamlessly move into
more melodic territory
while still maintaining
their signature intensity.
Now on the eve of
Kiedis and Flea's 40th
birthdays, the band presents "By The Way," a surprisingly mellow offering
that may see the shock rockers of yesteryear chilling out
for good.
"By The Way" finds the
band in a reflective mood, and
the music matches its bittersweet tone. Gone are the patented slaps of Flea's bass and the
propulsive drumming of Chad
Smith. Instead, they have
become a competent rhythm
section to John Frusciante's
soaring guitar and Kiedis's emotive vocals. Frusciante's playing

floats above the arrangements
angelically and his high-pitched
harmonies compliment Kiedis's

vocals tenfold. The most noticeable change, however, can be
found in Kiedis' singing. Relying
more on the range of his voice
rather than his ability to rap
over funky riffs, Kiedis gives his
most impressive performance to
date on "By The Way."

"Dosed," which is one the most
beautiful and heart-wrenching
songs the singer has ever
penned, deals with the deterioration of a long-term relationship (Kiedis wanted to have children, his girlfriend didn't). On
the flipside, "Cabron" is a plea
for peace to Los Angeles' street
gangs and "Midnight" tells a tale
of redemption and faith.
While By The Way is a
rewarding listen, it lacks the
consistency
that
made
"Californication" classic. There
is a significant amount of filler
connecting the minor masterpieces throughout the album.
While there are surely more hits
than misses, admirers of the
Chili Peppers' music can't help
but have high standards when it
comes to the overall quality of
their records.
With that said, fans should
be warned that they won't find
any frat-party anthems or feelgood jams on "By The Way." It is
more of a driving-through-thecountryside or tanning-at-thebeach kind of scene. As for its
credit though, "By The Way" will
likely spawn plenty of breezy hit
singles to join their hard rock
staples on those classic rock
stations 20 years from now.

ENTERTAINMENTBRIEFS
co:vt PILED FROM STAPF

from Patriciu's brother.

AND WIRE REPORTS

Classic ~Massacre' up
for remake
It appears someone is

actually going to remake "The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre.''
The 1974 film about a group of
teens who have a run in with a
family of cannibals will get a
remake by director Marcus
Nispel, expected to be less gory
and starring Jessica Biel and
Eric Balfour. Tobe Hooper, the
original's creator, doesn't
sound enthusiastic, but he
doesn't sound upset either, saying the times seem to be right
for it.

Jacko's new debacle
Pop legend Michael
Jackson claims that Sony
Records blocked the release of
his Sept. 11 charity single
"What More Can I ' Give?"
because of a conspiracy
against Blacks in the recording
Industry. According to recently
released internal documents
though, Jackson's advisors
asked him not to release the
song when they found out that
the songs producer is F. Marc
Schaffel, a gay pornography
producer. At press time,
Jackson and Sony failed to
comment.

Alittle miscommunication
Dinu Patriciu, a senator
and wealthy entrepreneur in
Romania, witnessed actor Jude
Law and his bodyguard getting
into a land rover that looked
like one his brother owned.
. Patriciu approached the two
men, thinking they had stolen
the car. Law and Patriciu traded heated words over the car,
and the bodyguard had to get
between them before Law produced papers proving that
Castel Films had rented the
SUV from a mechanic who had
recently purchased the car

WB combining super
hero franchises
The failing Batman movie
franchise and the struggling
new Superman movie franchise are getting a heavy dose
of oxygen. WB is bringing the
two super heroes together in
"Batman vs. Superman," to be
directed by Wolfgang Petersen.
The film is supposed to show
the
contrast
between
Superman's· clean world and
Batman's darker one. Petersen
says not to expect any glamorous Hollywood stars for the
leads - he's looking for actors.

'Quantum' leaps onto
Scifi Channel
SciFi
Channel
has
announced a TV movie based
on the 80s TV series "Quantum
Leap." The movie will follow
the same premise, about a man
who travels through time by
leaping into different people
and living their lives. SciFi
president Bonnie Hammer said
that Scott Bakula, who played
lead character Sam Beckett on
the series, may return for a
cameo. She wouldn't say if that
meant Sam himself would
return though. Bakula currently plays Captain Archer on
"Enterprise." SciFi also has
plans for turning "Battlestar:
Galatica" into a mini-series
and the monster movie
"Tremors" into a regular
series.

And finally
Actor Rod Steiger, who
won an Oscar for "In the Heat
of the Night" with Sidney
Poitier, passed away July 9 in
Santa Monica, CA. He was 67.
Steiger first appeared opposite
Marlon Brando in "On the
Waterfront" in1954, and
appeared in Tim Burton's
"Mars Attacks!"

.

AMERICAN

AMERICAN

MEKICAN
-~~TIJUAHA

fl.ATS
• Great Tex-Mex
•Cold Beer

• laid 8ac;k

Atmosphere!!!

All of our wings are char grilled to
perfection (not fried) and covered
with your favorite jlavory sauce.

9 Florida Locations

( 407) 671-6660
Winn-Dixie Shopping Plaza
7622 University Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792

Show your UCF ID and receive 10% off!

Southern. Belle
@ The Station
Subs, Philly Cheesesteaks,
Chicken Wings & More!

:-$1-ofl-En-tire -Pu-rcliase-:

Authentic Mexican Food

r------------•
Combination

Free Delivery, $10 minimum

1 Buy One
1 Dinner at

4•

407-381-5223
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CHINESE & CRIOLLAS

Open 7 Days a Week!

Chinese & Criollas Cuisine
Dine-In and Take-Out

11865 E. Colonial Drive

12058 Collegiate Way
Suite #l l Collegiate Village
Orlando, FL 32817

Tel: 321-235-0880
Tel/Fax: 321-235-0990

: 10% Discount with Ad :
Expires 5/31/02
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12201 University Blvd.
Directl across from UCF

4
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(combo dinners only)

·------------·
(407) 282-3969

(407) 658-6615

lI

Combination Dinner

1
1
I

1 per coupon, per person, per visit

Corner of Alafaya & Hwy 50
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LOS CHINITOS
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Lifestyles• 2S

Keeping busy
during the
summer time

Motorcycles • Personal Watercraft • Jet Boats

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS

COMPILED FROM STAFF
AND WIRE REPORTS

The Ninja® 250R

Starting at

s2,999

Summer's over at The Future, but there's still a whole
month before school starts. Need to keep busy? Check out
these events around town:

The·Ninja® SOOR and 250R share some of the most advanced
sport bike technology on the planet yet they're available at
very down-to-earth prices. Providing equal measures of
power, performance and pleasure, it's no wonder they make
frequent appearances in magazines' Top Value listings.

Thursday, 7/18/02
Frank Moore: Green Thumb in a Dark Eden
Orlando Museum of Art at 10 a.m.
Duel of Fools
SAK Comedy Lab at 8 p.m.

KLR 250

"Bleacher Bums"
Theatre Downtown at 8 p.m.

Whether you prefer your adventures on the road or off,
Kawasaki dual-purpose bikes offer unlimited possibilities.
They're fully street -legal and dirt capable, with pl~nty of
long-haul creature comforts. Perfect for those who like to
follow their instincts instead of the crowd.

Popcorn flicks: "Singin' in the Rain"
Central Park, Winter Park at 8:30 p.m.
Friday, 7/19/02
''.Anton in Show Business"
Mad Cow Theatre at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, 7/20/02
Vegan Exchange
Stone soup Collective at noon

MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
Motorcvcles, ATVs, Watercraft,·UtililV Mules
New & Used Trade-Ins Welcome

Ancestors of the Incas
Orlando Museum of Art at 10 a.m.
"The Lexicon of Love"
Winter Park Playhouse at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, 7/24/02
The Curtis Earth Trivia Show
Loaded Hog at 7 and 9 p.m.

')

COLLEGE STATION

----------+---------APARTMENTS

Thursday, 7/25/02
Artist's Imagination
Leslie Boyd Gallery at 10 a.m.
'd'oe's NYC Bar"
Temenos Ensemble Theatre at 8:45 p.m.
Friday, 7/26/02
Caribbean Images
Zora Neale Hurston Museum, Eatonville at 9 a.m .

•••••••••••••••••••••••
Community .Amenities:
,,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private Bedrooms with Private Baths
Fully Furnished Apartments
Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
All Utilities Included
Free Cable with 3 HBO Channels
Local Telephone Service Included
High Speed Internet Access in Each Bedroom
Intrusion Alarm Systems with Panic Buttons

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sparkling Pool &: Sun Deck
State,ohhe Art Fitness Center
Fully -Equipped Computer lab
Student Game Room with Billiards,
Fax Machine &: Copy Machine Available
Notary Public Service
Planned Social Calendar
24,Hour Security Patrol Services

•
••
•

•

•
•
Located 1 mile south of UCF on Alafaya Trail.

.
•

Sunday, 7/28/02
Orlando Antiques Show
Central Florida Fairgrounds at 10 a.m .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

..

Saturday, 7/27/02
'NSync's Challenge for the Children Celebrity Basketball
Game
TD Waterhouse at 1 p.m.

••
•

••

~···················
www.col legestationa pa rtments.com

12100 Renaissance Court • Orlando • Florida • 32826
(407) 273-515 • Fax (407) 273~3999 • E-Mail: collegestation@vbnet.net

Friday, 8/02/02
MoviEola
Amphitheater at Lake Eola at 7:30 p.m .
Saturday, 8/03/02
Central Florida Tropicals
Leu Gardens at 9 a.m .
On Center Stage
Bob Carr at 8 p.m.
,..I

i

Tuesday, 8/06/02
Comedy Showcase
Bonkerz, Altamonte Springs at 9 p.m .
Saturday, 8/10/02
Radical Cheerleading Practice
Stone Soup Collective at 1:30 p.m .
Tuesday, 8/13/02
FunnyEola!
Amphitheater at Lake Eola at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, 8/16/02
Anime Festival Orlando 3
Renaissance Hotel, Kissimmee

lassifieds
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THE central florida
Classifications

100 HELP WANmJ
200 FOR SALE
250 Alll'OMOTIFE
300 FOR RENT
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERVICES

500 ON CAMPvs
550 EfEN'I'S
600 GREBK LIFE
700 Misc
7501ilAl'BL
800 REu&ION

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Address
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

3 p.m. two days prior to publication

Payment Methods ·
Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

In Person: University Court (Univ. & Rouse)

Tips for Writing a Good Classified Ad
1. Start your ad with the merchandise you are selling. Starting with the
merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for sale.

2.Always include the price of the item(s) you are selling. 52 percent of
classified readers do oot respond to adS that do not include a price.

407-447-4555

Deadline

How to Place an Ad
By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
By Mail: send copy along with check

classifiedS®UCFfuture.com
One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:

Bolding:

$6perad
$5 perad
$4perad
75¢ extra
75¢ extra

3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Make it easy for readers to understand.

large Headline: (9pt)

4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what yol.l would like co
know about the merchandise for sale. Include information such as
brand names, color and other specific descriptions.

Charges listed above include an ad of up
to five lines, 30 characters per line. $1 for
each additional line.

II!IiJ HELP WANTED II!I!J HELP WANTED II!I!J HELP WANTED II!I!J HELP WANTED II!I!J HELP WANTED
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Bartenders Needed.
Earn up to $250 per day, No exp
necessary. 866-291-1884 x460.

Earn $6000 or more a month!
Serious people only! Work From
Home! www.moneyalways.com or
Email name,address, phone to
drabster@yahoo.com for free info.

INTERNET MODELS

No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Gust Svc/sales
conditions apply Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com

WE NEED HELP!
earn P!T money
around your studies
$500-$1500
1-800-585-9412

College Students, HS Grads Start
ASAP, upbeat work atmosphere 450
offices worldwide in sales/svc.
Conditions apply 407-862-8786
www.workforstudents.com

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica Financial
Services a subsidiary of Citigroup is
looking to hire 4-5 students. High
compensation potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

PERFECT JOB FOR
COLLEGE STUDENTS

Amateur Female Models Wanted

SUMMER WORK $14 Base/ Appt

Work Own Hours, Earn Money Now
Looking for personable.motivated,
ambitious students. Direct Sales
For more info call 954-761-1816
or email Agrabin@valuesearch.com

Looking for energetic models for
photo shoots. Must be 18 or older.
No experience necessary. Top rates.
Ask about our Referral Program.
Call1-800-331-6898 or email
models@wcmanagementgroup.com

Females $300 to $1500 per hour shoot
for adult entertainment. Call Iggy
407-460-4176
· Fast Pay!

If you've been looking for a work schedule to fit
your busy school schedule,
HERE IT IS!
Students, we have convenient day and evening hours that
can help you earn the pay you need during the hours
that you are free!

Flexible Evening Hours for Mortgage
Brokerage Business taking apps.
M-Th hourly base, per app and
closed loan bonus. Close to dtwn.
Chris 407-367-6060.

DANCE INSTRUCTORS WANTED
Experienced Ballet Instructor needed to
begin teaching classes Aug 1. We also
need instructors for Jazz, Tap, Hip-Hop,
and Break-Dancing. Please Call:
407-281-4991

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING·
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

WIN WHILE

WANTED

YOU LEARN!

PART TIME 911 OPERATORS

Need one serious student
to run your own business
on your own schedule.
Training is provided.
Significant earnings.

401-611-1261

•
•
•
•

Call Today
407-823-5163

•.

$9.37 per hour
No Experience Necessary
Comprehensive Training Provided
Evening and Weekend Hours Available

If you are money motivated, have excellent communication skills,
and have a great professional attitude, WE WANT YOU!
Applicants must be willing to work nights, weekends and holidays. All
applicants will be subject to a comprehensive telecommunications testing
process and an extensive background investigation including employment
history verification, education/training verification , criminal record,
computerized
voice
stress
analysis,
and
drug
screening.
Application accepted through August 15, 2002.

OUR REPS ENJOY:

•!•
•!•
•!•
•!•

WEEKLY PAYCHECKS
$8-15 AVG. PER HOUR
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
BONUS INCENTIVES

..

•:•BENEFITS AVAILABLE

Applications may be secured at:

Don't wait another minute,
CALL US TODAY!
407-243-9400 - ORLANDO
407-673-9700 - WINTER PARK

BECOME A PERSOHAl flTHESS TRAINER AND

GET IH SHAPE WHIU GOING TO SCHOOL

SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
100 Bush Blvd. (across from Flea World on 17/92)

Sanford, Florida 32773

Winter Park

East Orlando
Terracotta Business Parle
5575 South Semoran Blvd, Ste 19

Winter Parle Commerce Center
3592 Aloma Ave, Ste 6

wv.w.dialamerica.comlorlando

\>tWW .dialarnerica.com/wintemark

The SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE

1-800-960-6294

is committed to a diverse workforce and is an equal opportunity employer.

NationalPersonalTraininglnstitute.com
Licensed b tile Florida State De artment of Education.

www .ere. ucf.edu
erc@mail.ucf.edu
(407) 823-2361

"1ucF
CAREER
RESOURCE
CENTER

www .ere. ucf.edu
cre@mail.uef.edu
(407) 823-2361

FREE resources to help you find the key to your futurel
Career Planning
Workshops

Career Counseling
and Exploration

Internship
and Job Listings

On-Line
Resources
On-Campus
Interviewing

Job Fairs
and Career Expos
Resume Assistance

Career Library

Mock Interviews

Please visit us across from the Marketplace dining room in the Student Resource Center Complex!

GREETERS ITEEoEo!
PT shifts auailable 7 days a week at
Orlando International Hirport
greeting uisitors and passing
out our "See Orlando" publication.
Sta.nding and some
heauy lifting required.

Call Sheila a · 941-342-2368

•,
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lmiJ HELP WANTED lmiJ HELP WANTED lmiJ HELP WANTED
$200 Per Day

Able Bodv Labor

Part Time Summer Work
Giving away ADT Home Security
Systems! Leads Provided!
2 minute Presentation.
407-251-3805 24-Hr Info line

Dailv/Weeklv Pav
construction, Hosnitalitv,
light Industrial,
and Special Events

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

•

14180 East Colonial Drive

Bartenders needed!

BECOME APROFESSIONAL

(401) 136-0602

No exp. necessary. Earn up to $300
a day. Call 866-291-1884 ext. 460

MASSAGE THERAPIST.

• Nationwide job placement assistance
• Flexible payment plans
• Division of NPTI

CIUIEllJI>

Inbound vacation sales.
$$PHONES RINGING
OFF THE HOOK$$.
Guaranteed hourly, commissions,
and weekly bonuses. Close to UCF.
321-207-0988

Sales/Marketing
Earn Extra Income PT/FT
Work From Home/Internet
Discover the Opportunity!
www.executive7.mybigplanetusa.com

1-800-960-6294

PRETTY MODELS 18+ Needed
by Published Adult
PhotographerNideographer
Call 407-388-1003

www.HealingHands.net

E1l1J FOR SALE

E1l1J FOR SALE
Perfect Graduation or Wedding Gift
Hand Made Crosses
Only $10.00 Plus Shipping
Mention UCF $1.00 Off. For Info
E-mail CraftsByClaudia@aol.com
Thumbs Up Home Video Editor in box,
$79 obo. Gem MK10 Multi Keyboard
w/bench. Great condition. Must see.
$295 obo. Call
(407) 977-2950 for more info.
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE
2 bed/2 bath and lot on East 50 for
sale. Close to shopping, schools, etc.
Only $49,950. Call during weekends
386-385-4634
FURNITURE FOR SALE
Sofa and Loveseat only $125
Coffee Table and End Tables (2) only
$125, Round Oak Kitchen Table $100,
Antique Dining Set (table, 4 chairs,
buffet) $325, Two Living Room Chairs
$30. Call 407-971-1086

m!J AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INTERIOR GIVING YOU da'
Blues? LeatherNinylNelour/Plastics
Repairing & Recoloring. Virtually
invisible repairs & prices. Mr Huston
407-222-31422. 5 years exp.
fhuston@att.net

E!Ill FOR RENT
2 Bed 2 Bath Condos within walking
distance to UCF. First and second
floor avail. Pool, basketball,
volleyball, tennis court, pets
allowed. Quiet Complex. Starting at
$725/mo. Call or email: Cindy
@ LA Real Estate 407-679-2600
LAReal61@aol.com

m!J AUTOMOTIVE

Marketing Job
for website www.droplist.biz
COMMISSION AND INCENTIVES
Public Relations/Marketing/Etc.
Fax Resume 407-872-3437
Telemarketing: PT Work From Home
a few hours per week. No Hard Sell.
No BS. Be friendly and good
computer skills. Email
Alex@ByOwnerOrlando.com

Customer Service Associates
$10.00 per hour.

S&F Video, BUY, SELL, TRADE
NES, SNES, SEGA, Playstation.
We pay cash! 2211 D E. Colonial
(behind Wendy's) 407-894-1044
BRING IN AD FOR 10% DISCOUNT!

Location: East Orlando by UC
Requirements:
Length: Project based
2 yr.+ CS exp.
MS Windows
Schedule: Must be flexible to
High School Degree
include Saturdays

Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with
5 year warranty. Brand New Twin $75,
Full $95, Queen $115, King $165.
Can deliver. 407.354.0069

Please fax resume to 407-482-1293

COMPARE TEXTBOOK PRICES!
Search 24 stores with 1 click!
S&H and tmces calculated.
http://www.bookhq.com/

Adecca

•

llU iMPlOYIUNT PEOPLE

NEGOTIABLE RENT

The advantages of buying a
used car from Hertz
• We sell late model high-quality
cars, SUV's, and minivans
• All carefully maintained
• No dealer fee
• Competitive financing available
• NO MONEY DOWN with
approved credit
• Stop in today for best selection

Hertz Car Sales
Ask for Bob Schwartz
at ( 407)

·*·
*

.

*

*

*

*

Near UCF campus.
UCF Senior looking to sublease
studio style apt. for upcoming
school year. Cable, util. &
housekeeping incl.
Call 407-493·5264 for more info.

273-6820

+

*

LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
bea~tiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
2 available. $450/mo call
407-243-3760 or 407-681-9289.

7128 E. Colonial Dr, Orlando 32807

+

**

for a female student looking for part
time work as a nanny in eve/wknds.
Large house 4 mi from UCF, with
your own room. Call 407-595-5605.

*

*

*

*

*

•

JULY 23, 2002 .
.
r

•

9 A.M TO NOON OR 4 P.M. TO 7 P.M •
Disney's Animal Kingdom® Wardrobe Building

As a Disney® animated character "look-alike," you have the opportunity to fulfill the dreams
of millions of people who are drawn to the magic and mystique of Disney.
We are looking for smiling faces to bring to life heroes and heroines from classic Disney animated films. Strong candidates
will resemble the characters in look, height and personality; have a positive attitude and a good speaking voice .
Height ranges are S' O" to S' 2" and 5' 5" to 6' 4" for males. Height ranges are 5'0" to 6'1'' for females.
Directions: From 1-4, take exit 65 (Osceola Parkway). Follow the signs towards Disney's Animal Kingdom Lodge.
Turn left at the stoplight onto Sherberth Road.
The Animal Kingdom Wardrobe building is about 1/4 mile up on the left.

•

From 192, travel west to Sherberth Road. At Sherberth Road, turn right.
The Wardrobe Building is 1/4 mile on the right.
Disney. Now lnspiring;M -

For more information please call the Disney Jobline at 407 828-1000

EOE •Drawing CreativHJ from D1..,ers 'ry • CDi!"ney

The Central Florida Future • July 17, 2002
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Are you Overweight?
Make $120 and Get a FREE
Fitness & Dietary Assessment

m'.!] FOR RENT
UCF Roommates!!- Furnished
3BR/2BA home in Oviedo near
UCF/mall. Nonsmoking Female
Neatfquiet Students Only.
High Speed Internet and Cable.
$400/mo plus 1/3 utll. AvalltNOW for
Summer or Fall. (407) 9n-4911.
(850) 689-2122.

The lixercise Pbysiology i..ab at UCF is lookingfer bealthy,
male volunteers (ages1835), to partfcipate tn a

single e:xm:ise session on lepttn (a hormone that
ajfecls the way a person loses or gains weight).

FOR RENT: 2B/2B duplex, fenced,
private, approx 1 mile to UCFI 1Ox20
shed in back. Ideal for two students.
Available August 1 or later.
Negotiable. 407-977-1649.
1 BDRM in Large, fully furnished 3
bdrm apt in Alafaya Club Apts. Priv
Bath, 1250 sq ft. Bedroom to be
rented is 14x11. Avail 11/01/02
All util, including DSL and Cable incl.
888-271-5566 for details.
Furnished Home, rooms for rent $300
and up. Only a Mile from UCF. Fully
Furnished. Females only please. Call
Tiffany at 407-273-9045.
Free Room/BRD/UTIL (near UCF)! In
exchange for entertaining busy mom's
2 girls 10-20 hrs/wk + light
housekeeping(4:30-6:30 M-F). We
are and you must be nice, neat and
loving, safe driver and background
check. Call Terri @ 407-249-9961.

Benefits include:

Call: 407-917-7813 • Email: gkyriozis@lgeperformonce.com

m
See how b¢autifulyours. can bt!l

qll

Ofkring a .20% f)U/:0111#
all Wedding Stationery Items

STARR PRINTING CO.MPANY
400 E. Semoran Bini., Ste. 106 • Casselberry • 40'7 - 83 l ·75.')3

PRO

Tip NAils & TAN

$19.95 for one month of unlimited tanning

...............
s19.95 :

..•......•.....
-No contracts!- ; salJo .
:~b~:

1md

L=."".7... ~ (407) 277-8994 L~~..1
Pedicures I Manicures " $25 • Free airbrushing w/ full set
Located at Alafaya Common in Publix Plaza

m

SERVICES

m

SERVICES

PRODUCER/KEYBOARDIST/STUDIO
Arrange, Record, your songs into
a pro CD. 20 years exp. Label credits.
407-566-0655 www.paulharlyn.com

Bartending $250 a day potential!
Local Positions are available.
1-800-293-3985 ext 602

S10R;4LI.

Let us drive! Town cars and Vans
available for up to 14 people. Mention
this ad and receive a 15% discount.
tcall Premier Royal Transportation
at 407-366-6303

10°/o OFF!
\\Ith I ( ~ I

u

407-677-9092

Monday - Sat.
10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Oosed Sunday

WE
TRADE
BOO.KS

At the comer of University Blvd. &
Goldenrod Rd. ( Winn Dixie Center)

mil ON CAMPUS
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

MISC

The LARGEST selection of
glass in Florida!

Open your heart and home to a
Brazilian, German, Japanese, or other
high school exchange student! To
volunteer today, call toll-free
1-800-266-851 0.

1468 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, Fl. 32707

CONGRATULATIONS
RESHUNDA!

(407) 767-7441

Best of luck as a Golden Knight!
Though we know you are forever a
GATOR in your heart!
- Your UF REPDIAL Family

Co1 ner of Howell Branch Rd. & S.R. 436

• Wills, 'Rusts and Living Willi;
• &!:ate and Family Bmin~ Planning
• Probate Will Administration

miI!]

RELIGION

St. Isaac Jogues Catholic Church
4301 S Chickasaw Tr, ORL.
407-249-0906. Daily mass 8:15 am
M-S. Sat mass 5pm Eng, 6:30 Span,
Sunday 8/9:30/11 Eng, 9:30 Signed,
12:30 Span. Confess Sat 4-4:45.

Celebration Community Church
-Close lo UCFA WELL church
Worshiping, Evangelizing,
Loving and Learning
Celebration Church is unique
We combine the awe and beauty
of liturgical worship
With the freedom of
Charismatic praise
and worship
Meeting on Sundays al 10:30 AM
In The Comfort Suites
l 21 0 l Challenger Parkway
and Alafaya Trail
Telephone 407-375-7930/7910

UNIVERSITY CARILLON
United Methodist Church
1600 East McCulloch Road
Oviedo, Florida 32765
Phone: 407-359-2112
Web Site: www.ucumc.net

Worship Services
Saturday 6:00 PM
Sunday 8:15, 9:30 & 11:00 PM

UCF Wesley College Ministry
Meets Tuesday Nights at 7PM
www.ucfwesley.org or
407-359-2112, x160

GOT
SOMETHING
TO SELL?

~

Computer Problems?

mlJ ROOMMATES

Going downtown to party?

•
.

•History
•Fiction
•Science Fiction
•Romance

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES,
& RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

RENTALS ON-LINE
ByOwnerOrlando.Com
Free Photo Ads

Computer Problems?

Used Bookstore

Hosting Opportunity

NS Female w/cat to share 2/2 house
in quiet area off Red Bug Lake. NS
female wanted for pvt bed, bath, 1/2
garage. House furnished, bedroom
not. $450/mo inclu util (not phone or
cable). 407-312-3264

I come to you. Can't fix it, no charge!
Windows,Linux,Networking, Upgrades.
All major Applications. Up front pricing.
Special low rate for UCF students. Se
habla espanol. Call Jose 407-928-7698

Book Treasures

fm)

2B/1 BA cozy home on quiet, dead-end
street. SE Corner of Dean/Lake
Underhill. Tile, wood floors, scm patio.
$600/mo. CALL 941 473 8538!

SERVICES

FfMt Planning and Pmhiitr:

Reaching Up to Christ
and Out to Each Other

GIRLS: TIRED OF THE NOISE?

mI!]

• Custody and Visitation
• Domestic Violence Injunctions
• Alimony and Child Support

3361 Rouse Road, Suite 120 •Orlando, FL 32817

SERVICES

Large 1BDRM. For Rent.
All amenities. Near UCF.
Avail Aug 1. 407-671-5552

Roommate needed to share available
in 4 bedroom home close to UCF.
$350 plus utilities. Available Aug. 1.
Call (407) 281-0849 or 561-281-3288
or 561-793-0031.

Family Law:
• Divon:e C.Ont.ested and Unconttsted

(407) 381-2505

One and Two Bdrm Apts Available
1 year lease, 3 blocks from UCF,
Water,Tras, Pest Control Included.
Call Amber 321-229-1426

House for Rent Alafaya Woods - 3/2 double garage
$1200 per/mo 1st, Sec. Deposit+
Last Month. Roommate situation ok.
Call 321-229-6726.

• Incorporation
• C.Ontracts, Leases and Busin~
Agreements
• Partnerships and I..LCs
Immigration Law:
• Green Cards and Permanent Rfsidence
• Work Permits and Labor Certification
• Busin~ and Profes&onal VISaS
• Citizenship

• Aerobic Gipacity
• Body Composition
Asstssment
Test
• Brief Dietary
•Pulmonary
Function Testing
Analysis
• 6raded bercise Test • Blood Analysis
• $120
(SmssTest)

brief research study to examine the effects ofa

ROOM FOR RENT! New 3 bdrm
home on lake, gated community, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo includes
util, non smoking, no pets, security
system, furnished, pool and tennis.
Call 407-482-3202 or 941-461-5101

Wanted: 2 ROOMMATES to share
my 412.5 house in Winter Springs
(minutes from DTWN ORL and UCF).
It's only $475/mo, plus 1/3 util. Gated
comm, tennis courts, community
pool, boardwalk to Lake Jessup, and
nature trail. Call Courtney at
407-493-8329.

a Law Office of llarwa Zaini,

Installation, Repairs, Rebuilds, and Upgrades.
Problem Diagnosis and Data Backup/Recovery.
Complete Network Installation and Support.
10% Discount for UCF Students and Alumni.
Tutoring and Training.

TRAFFIC TICKET

and

DUI DEFENSE
Dunlop, Dunlop, & Dunlop, P.A.

Philip T. Dunlop
Serving all Central Florida counties

~.

Call us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
(407) 628-4300 or email us at:
DUNLOPLAW@AOL.COM

We accept all major credit cards.
Initial 30 minute consultation is free
on DUI and criminal cases
301 North Park Avenue, Ste A, Wmter Park

Well Connected Networks, INC.
Free
Estimate!
Phone: 407-595-0897
www.wcnc.net
Email: tech@wcnc.net

m

~

Ill?

Fraternities • Sororities

Law

NEED IMMIGRATION HELP?
Office of Nadine A. Brown, P.A.
f'ormer Supervising Attorney of

Catholic Charities Immigration Services

As y I u m - De p o rt at ion - F am ii y & B us i n es s Se rv i c e·s
Student Visas (F-1, M-1, J-1 Visas)

Call (407) 678-6622
One Purlieu Place, Suite 170, Winter Park, Florida 32792
Se Habla Espanol -Major Credit Cards Accepted
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Get away from the financial and emotional stress of dorm life
in a cozy and affordable apartment home at Heather Glen.

Heather Glen
Ap~rtm~nts ...
Plenty of Room to Study
4 Hang Out With Friends
... Spacious floor plans
starting at $645.00

Close to UCF. Local Clubs.
Pubs. Shopping 4 Airport
... Just West of UCF off
University Blvd.
Resort Style Livi"9
... Relieve your stress
at the pool
6 Pack Abs
... On site fitness center
Opportunity
... Located near major
businesses & employers!

t

Midnight Munchies
... Vending machines onsite.
Located near a variety
of fast food, grocery
stores &restaurants

Ask about our
SPECIALS for
IMMEDIATE
MOVE-IN!*
Julv & August
A11ailabili1V!
Bring in a COPY Of Diis ad
and we'll walVe your
•PlicaU• fee.
*certain restrictions
apply; must meet
certain income
requirements for
approval; not to be
combined with other
offers; limited
time only

Big seasons ahead
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Bergman said he expects
Nick Whidden, who made 20
appearances for the Knights in
2002, to be a strong force in
the bullpen as well. Whidden
began the season strongly; but
started to struggle and never
could get back on track completely.
Rising sophomore Clay
Timpner, who played center
field as a freshman, is also a
pitcher and Bergman said he
could see time on the mound in
certain situations. Timpner hit
.361 and only made two errors
in center, so Bergman wants to
keep him primarily in the field.
Classmate Matt Fox will
fill the void left by Mike Myers
at shortstop and the one left by
Zach Sutton as closer. As a
freshman Fox struggied after
having elbow surgery, but
Bergman said he saw a big
maturation in Fox at the end of
the season. Fbx was a sixthround pick of the Arizona
Diamondbacks out of high
school and has a fastball that
has been clocked at 94-to-96
mph.
that
Bergman
said
Nathan Kragt, who played
third in 2002, can also play
second and could fill the void
left by Adam Miller. He added
that Kragt is bulking up and
"could be an interesting player

for us."
Ryan Bear will likely take
over everyday responsibilities
in right field and Bergman is
expecting him to have a great
season. Bear hit .283 last year
in 39 games, with 26 starts. He ·
made no errors while spending most of his time playing
right field, with an occasional
start at first.
The Knights lost the only
two catchers to start at that
position in the past two years
when Jeremy Frost and
George Cox left. Bergman said
he's still talking with a junior
college catcher, but that he
thinks the two freshmen he
recruited will be able to get the
job done. He originally recruited three catchers, but Adam
Donachie was drafted in the
second round by the Kansas
City Royals and· decided to
skip college.
That leaves the Knights
with Bishop Moore's Andrew
Butera and Lake Mary's Ryan
Bono, who Bergman said are
both very good catchers. While
coaches normally have an
experienced catcher for a
young pitcher, the Knights will
have an experienced pitching
staff helping a young catching
staff.
All in all it looks as though
the Knights have found quality
replacements to fill the holes
left by departed players.

10801 Heather Ridge Circle

Orlandot FL 32817
...

A-thrilling end

407.657.0011

JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Truth Be Told survived an
early shooting slump to hold off
the previously unbeaten Heavy
Drinkers 58-47 in the finals of
the competitive league basketball tournament. Cardez Smith
scored 20 points and Michael
Gaines snagged 13 rebounds to
lead the Cinderella squad to the
title, after they struggled to finish the regular season with a 23 record.
The Heavy Drinkers
jumped out to an early 13-5 lead
thanks to the hot shooting of
Jon Warszynski, who finished
with a team-high 17 points.
Truth Be Told couldn't find an
answer early as Gaines started
the game O-for-6 from close

•

range. .
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Join Us for Happy Hour
4- 7 pm &- 10 pm-Close
1/2 Price $I Off Appet:izers
Mixed Drinks

•

Smith carried the eventual
champions through the first half
with solid defense and sharp
shooting. Leroy Henderson's
turnaround jumper at the 5:21
mark tied the game at 21-21.
Henderson finished one point
shy of a double-double on the
night with nine points and 10
rebounds. Both teams finished
the half with some cold shooting, which led to a 24-23 halftime lead for Truth Be Told.
Coming out of the gate for
the serond half, it was obvious
that the Heavy Drinkers didn't
make the correct halftime

Spoesored by:

~
SPORTS

corner
•

adjustments. Truth Be Told
went on a 13-0 run to open the
half and put a downer on the
Drinkers morale.
The Drinkers didn't quit,
and a Jose Rivera lay-up cut the
lead to 43-36 with just under six
minutes in the game. Truth Be
Told would not be denied. After
knocking off defending champion Triple Threat earlier in the
night in the semi-finals, Truth
· be Told sealed the victory down
the stretch with timely foulshooting to win by a final of 5847.
After the game, the
Intramural Staff voted Cardez
Smith and Michael Gaines coMVP's of the game. Smith was
thrilled about his team's effort.
"I feel we came together as a
team when it counted the most,"
Smith said. "Everyone played
their hearts out and I'm proud
to be a member of this team."
Gaines, who is used to
catching passes on Saturdays
from UCF Quarterback Ryan
Schneider as a tight end, couldn't miss this opportunity to
catch his second intramural
basketball title in three years.
"This was a good team win,
and I had to be a team player,"
Gaines said. "My nickname is
'Baby Shaq,' so I had to do what
I had to do. Overall it was a
team effort. Now I'll focus on
bringing UCF
a
MAC
Championship!"

Oviedo Bowling Center
376. EBroadwaySt.
Oviedo, FL 32765
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Resources the key to joining a major conference
cumstances we could win it, but
our goal is to compete. We'll
gauge
ourselves by being bowl
ing is a relationship with the
Florida Citrus Sports group and eligible for one of the MAC bowls
Tom Mickle, who was a friend of this year. I'd like to see that hapmine from the ACC, and I'm pen this year.
We are on television now,
encouraged by seeing is the willingness of Florida Citrus Sports which is awesome and I'd like to
group to involve UCF athletics in see that expand too ... As far as
their revenue opportunities that the Atlantic Sun and all of the
other sports that are there, to
go along with the Citrus Bowl.
We've had discussions, and continue the goal of each coach,
I'm actually continuing discus- and that is to be the champion of
sions that Coach (Steve) Sloan the Atlantic Sun. My underand the marketing people here standing is that that was the
at UCF sports have done with goal before I got here and I'm
Florida Citrus Sports group going to continue that being the
since probably this April, as far goal. We are there in a lot of
as participating in revenue sports. We won the women's
opportunities or naming rights sports trophy this year, but we
of the Citrus Bowl and the new aren't there in some other sports
video board that's going to be and I want to make that a point
installed at the Citrus Bowl. The of getting there real soon.
I want to help get resources
board will also have ad panels,
providing more opportunities for for those programs so that we're
the local community to support in a position to say to a major
what's happening down at the conference that our other sports,
Citrus Bowl, which includes the other than football, are also
UCF athletic program. We ready to make the step up. Some
should see benefits from that sports are already ready and
some sports are not. I'd like to
this year.
be able to say all 16 other sports,
Q: What are your goals for other than football, are ready to
each of the next five years in · go.
order to get all UCF sports into a
Q: How do you plan on
major conference?
A: I mentioned the sense of increasing the budget over time?
A: I do expect to exceed the
urgency. The good news is, I
current
year's budget. I didn't
think for football, in the MAC our
goals will be to compete for the build the current year's budget. I
championship this year and I want to make sure I can attain
think we're in good position to that budget, but then grow it this
do that. Given the right set of cir- year. Things like the Citrus Bowl
as far as revenue opportunities
FROM PAGE
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for UCF athletics, I think is very
attainable for this fiscal year
that is just beginning. So I hope
to do better as far as resources
than the current year budget.
Where will I look to continue
that growth? Again I'll continue
looking at all marketing opportunities, which is what the Citrus
Bowl is providing with between
naming rights and scoreboard
ad panels, and ticket sales.
Promote and market our
athletic teams. The one's that we
charge admission to for the general public. We need to increase
those revenue opportunities as
well and people buy more season
tickets to football, etc. And then
fundraising is always going to be
an important part of our
resource equation as far as
increasing our resources. To
establish a threefold plan: to get
the message out that Dr. (John)
Hitt has already said, which is
we want to grow with quality.
We want that for athletics as
well-we believe the supporters
of UCF athletics want that too.
Once they hear that these are
our goals and hear the plan of
how to reach those goals by
increasing resources, then
they'll understand that everyone
needs to help in getting those
resources, whether it be a person joining the Golden Knights
Club at the entry level membership. That's great because we
have a large number of our database to draw from. The more
from that database that are willing to join the Golden Knights

Club as a member that's a big message out and then to ask the
step toward getting more departments to help, university
marketing how can you help us
resources.
And then hopefully growing because those funds they have to
the number of donors that want · promote UCF as a whole, we can
to increase that gift giving for be a vehicle for that too. So can
athletics so that they can say I we partner and do it together?
was a part of the program before We'll provide resources, you proall the sports joined a major con- vide resources and together we
ference. I was part of the growth have more resources to send a
process and part of the team better message.
We'll look at each area.
concept. I think that's a major
part of our equation to grow Academic services is another
resources for athletics here at area because for us to get good
UCF Internally just looking at athletes we have to have them be
the partnering of departments competitive not only on the field,
within the university-the mar- but in the classroom. We will fail
keting department of the univer- in our goal if our athletes come
sity, for example, is very willing and don't get a degree when they
to work with us in athletics leave. We will fail the student
because of they realize in our athlete number one, but we also
society athletics at an educa- fail the school, because this isn't
tional institution are what I call just about athletics, this is about
the front porch.
the student athletes. Be a stuThe more attractive a front dent first, be successful there
porch is through the athletic pro- and then we ask you to be sucgram, it makes people want to cessful athletically as well.
come into your house or the academic side of things more. It also
Q: What kind of timetable to
makes the people who are in that see for the completion of and the
house more proud and they get addition of athletic facilities?
A: I have a real sense of
more value out of saying I got a
degree from UCF, I'm a student urgency to complete the softball
at UCF, I'm a faculty/staff mem- complex, and the baseball comber of UCF It just enhances that plex. I think in baseball the seatfeeling. They already have it ing needs to be finished. For softbecause you should be proud of ball there are several key elewhat UCF has done, but this will ments of that plan that aren't
enhance that opportunity.
completed yet. I understand that
You don't need a front it's all about funding. Well, I
porch, but you if you want a want to start talking about how
front porch like Dr. Hitt wants in we can get sufficient funds to
the athletic department, let's be
PLEASE SEE Orsini oN 31
the best we can be. To ge~ that
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Orsini: 'I felt I was the best fit'
•
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FROM PAGE

leading sport or sports, in this
case men and women's basketball and obviously facilities have
to be at that major conference
level.
I don't believe we're quite
there yet, and yet the good news
is that I hear that the university,
with its growth through just the
graduation ceremonies as an
example, had to hold five graduation ceremonies because of the
capacity of the arena. That could
use some growth. That sounds
like there are two major needs
that are first for the whole university and the whole student
body, a better facility for their
use and obviously the beneficiary will be athletics so that they
will look more ftttractive with
the basketball programs to say
yes we are ready to join your
major conference, whichever
major conference that may be.
I think that's important and
what's so exciting and encouraging for me to be here is the other
facility plans that we have and

30

complete the softball complex.
Then there's obviously the
football project that we broke
ground, ceremonially, on and
we're getting ready to mobilize
and that's going to happen hopefully this month so that it's ready
aggressively in 10 months.
Maybe next season, that's an
aggressive goal. I'd love to be
able to say OK football program
next year welcome to your new
home. What a message that will
send to everyone that we are
accomplishing our goals with
quality for the leading sports
team, football.
They're going to lead the
whole program to the major conference level. The convocation
center, which would include an
arena for the basketball programs, I think, is a high priority
for us, because if we want to join
a major conference basketball is
commonly looked upon as a

I'm not going to touch on them
all right now, but there's a grea~
master plan here for athletic
facilities and I hope to carry that'
out as planned. It's going to take
a lot of resources to do that. I
want to find an initial incremental revenue so I can invest in our
people. If we want to compete
it's all about people. We've got to
invest in them and then ask
those people to give more
resources to invest in the facilities. That's kind of the priority
once we get resources flowing in
over and above our current
budget, so facilities is right up
there and that's that whole list.
Q: What made you the right
person for the job?
A: It's a fit. I'm a believer
that when you hire anyone for
any position in any organization
it's all about fit. I think my experiences over 20 years of diverse
background in private institutions, public institutions, from
selling tickets to fundraising to

the business aspects of sponsorship and marketing really fits
the needs of UCF athletics today.
As I said in my introductory
press conference, UCF is at a
crossroads right now and it is
positioned with a great foundation of good student athletes,
good coaches, good support
staff, but they need more
resources to take it to the next
level and compete with the major
conference institutions of athletics today in our conference. So
that's what I bring to the table.
That's what my success has
been in the past and the other
thing that's important in my fit is
that I did it in a metropolitan
area very similar to Orlando
being Atlanta.
So I know what it takes to be
successful in that environment
and I understand it's not a onesport-team town like the rural
campus may be. I took pride in
saying that at Georgia Tech we
were the second most popular
sports team in Atlanta. Second

to the Atlanta Braves, but
Georgia Tech football was the
second most popular sport in a
poll by the Atlanta JournalConstitution sports fans. The
third most popular was Georgia
football because that's a big
state school just done the road
from Atlanta and they have more
alumni in Atlanta that Georgia
Tech does, because Georgia
Tech is a small school relative to
Georgia.
Fourth was Georgia Tech
basketball. What I haven't mentioned yet were the Falcons, the
Hawks, the Thrashers;we were
ahead of all of them. Again, I
know what it takes to get that
support and following in a large
metropolitan area so it goes
back to the fit. That's what UCF
athletics wants to do. They're
definitely on the road to doing it
and in some cases they're
already there, but as a whole, as
a program to get that kind of
support and following at UCF in
Orlando I felt I was the best fit.

Paranoia
can be a
good thing
sometimes

,_
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Knight's Krossing

Knight's Court
•
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2635 College Knight Court

12440 Golden Knight Circle

888.999.1 S80 • 407.384.6800

888.999.69SS • 407.380.5807

College Park LifeWorks Program and Staff
2, & 4 Bedroom apartments • Fully furnished
Monitored alarm systems • All appliances included
All utilities included· • Cable TV
Full-size washer & dryer in apartment
Free Ethernet in each bedroom
Free local phone with voice mail
2 Swimming pools • 2 Basketball courts
2 Sand volleyball courts • Awesome computers
Hot tub & indoor fitness center
Game room & media lounge

UCF Residence Life Staff and Services on-site
2, 3 & 4 Bedroom apartments • Fully furnished
Private bathrooms • All utilities included·
Monitored alarm systems • Cable TV w/HBO 1, 2, 3
Full-size washer & dryer in apartment
Free Ethernet & local phone • 3 Game rooms
3 Swimming pools • 3 Fitness centers
·3 Tennis courts • 3 Basketball courts
3 Sand volleyball courts • 3 Computer/study centers
Co-sponsored university activities
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4/4
3/3
2/2

4/2 from 1425
2/2 Type A from 1510
2/2 Type B from 1535

look of panic on my face,
and asked what had happened. I explained and he
said it was no problem
and we could start over
when I got new batteries. I
was going to run to the
store and pick some up,
but before I did this I
decided to ask a few people in the office if they had
any.
My first stop was John
Marini's office; he's the
assistant athletics director for media relations. I
asked him if he had any
batteries and he didn't,
but he had a power
adapter that he thought
would work.
It did, thankfully, and
I was spared. I went back
to Orsini's office and we
started the interview over
and .it was smooth sailing
from there. I thanked him
for the restart and vowed
to myself that it would
never happen again.
It was my first major
snafu with my tape
recorder, but it reaffirmed
my paranoia. I will continue to constantly check to
make sure it's still working and I will keep spare
batteries with me at all
times (hopefully).
Columnist Kristy Shonka can be
reached at sports@ucffuture.com
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from
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KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITal

From friend
to enemy
As a reporter I use a tape
recorder when I conduct an
interview. They are handy little devices as they record
everything so I can report
quotes exactly as they are
said. Not to mention they save
my hand the agonizing task of
trying to write down every
word said.
Tape recorders are not all
good though. As with all technology they have a tendency
to fail on occasion. While it
does not happen often, when it
does it can lead to a nightmare situation.
If you're like me and generally don't take notes during
an interview, you put all your
faith in that little recorder. If
it stops working and you don't
realize it until after the interview you'd better have a great
memory. If you're paranoid
about it stopping and check it
constantly'(like me) then you
may be able to save a little
face and take notes on the
rest of the interview.
Until recently I had only
had one minor problem with
my tape recorder. I was interviewing a UCF athlete for a
feature and she was giving
some good material and then I
looked down and realized the
tape wasn't moving. I stopped
it and started it again and it
worked, but so much for direct
quotes.
I've also witnessed a feilow reporter have trouble with
his recorder. We were at a
press conference and the
recorder just decided not to
work. Fortunately he realized
this ahead of time and was
able to take notes, but there
goes the hand-cramping problem.
Then there was my own
semi-major problem that happened recently. There I was
interviewing Steve Orsini,
UCF's new director of athletics, and I thought everything
was going well. Then I looked
down at my recorder and it
didn't seem to be moving.
I stopped it and started it
again and moved for a second,
then stopped. I repeated this
process two or three more
times because I was shocked
the batteries had died. I swear
I had replaced the batteries
fairly recently, but that didn't
seem to matter, they were definitely dead.
Orsini noticed something
was wrong, probably from the
PLEASE SEE
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Bergman plugs holes
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

When UCF Coach Jay Bergman looks back
on the 2002 baseball season he said he sees similarities to many other UCF baseball seasons.
"I thought in many ways it was just a typical
UCF baseball season," he said.
The Knights won the Atlantic Sun regular
season and tournament championships, but
failed to get past the NCAA Regional. They have
won six A-Sun Championships and have
advanced to seven NCAA Regional tournaments,
but all seven times have failed to advance.
For the 13th time in school history the
Knights won 40 or more games, finishing the
season 41-22.
Bergman said the reason UCF has been
unable to advance past the regional is a lack of
home-field advantage. The past three seasons
UCF has traveled to Tallahassee twice and
Columbia, S.C., for regional play.
He added that in 2001 UCF put itself in a
position to host the regional with a 49-12 record
heading into the regional, but the Knights didn't
have a facility to host. Jay Bergman Field had
just opened, but Bergman said it needs to have a
seating capacity of 2,500 in order to host the
regional.
Right now the stadium holds 1,000 with the

possibility of adding 1,000 more, still
500 short of what Bergman said was
necessary.
Next season UCF could again put
itself in a position to host a regional.
The Knights return the entire starting
pitching rotation except Bo Hall, who
decided to go pro after being drafted by the
Milwaukee Brewers. UCF will miss Hall,
who went 10-0 with a 3.61 ERA, but
Bergman expects reliever Von David
Stertzbach to make the transition to starter
to fill the void.
Stertzbach was used in long relief in
2002, throwing 64 2/3 innings in 21 appearances. He led the team with a 1.81 ERA and
was 7-0 with 80 strikeouts. Bergman said
he is hoping Stertzbach will be able to do
what Jason Arnold did in 2001 when he
switched to the starting role and ended up a
second-round pick by the Yankees.
Bergman said Drew Daly, who was
ineligible to play last season, should fill
Stertzbach's void in the bullpen. Daly
transferred from Indian River Community
College where he was drafted in the 48th
round by the Anaheim Angels after his
freshman year.
PLEASE SEE
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Q&Awith

STEVE ORSINI
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Steve Orsini, UCF's new
director of athletics, made his
debut July 1 and hit the ground
running. His major goal is to
increase the athletics budget in
order to get all of UCF's sports
into a major conference in five
years.

Orsini reveals what hes already done and
what he hopes to accomplish at UCF
Orsini said the
UCFfootball
team should be
able to compete
for the MAC
championship
this season.

The interview:
Q: How has the job been so

far?
A: It's been great. It's great
to be here. It's been hectic and
that's good. That's what I hoped
would happen because for us to
reach our goals in the time period that we've discussed it has to
start now and it has to have a
sense of urgency. In my first few
days here I feel a sense of
urgency and the good news is

JOE KALEITA

CFF

that it's not just within myself
but within the whole department. So it's been good and progressing along.
!I)

Q: What have you been able

to get accomplished so far?
A: Establishing some key
relationships as far as finding
more resources for the athletic
program. Not to mention meet- ·
ing as many people as I can. My
schedule is very full. Meeting
people within the university,
within the athletic department,
but also outside of the athletic
department. I've already made
a few key visits to some key
supporters of the athletic program and I can't wait to meet
more of them.
One of the key relationships I've already started build-
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